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Dowling, Chelsea R. Putting Social to Work: Examining the Communication Strategies that
Make Enterprise Social Successful
Abstract
Enterprise social is just one of the latest forms of technology organizations are adding to their
suite of software applications. The problem: there is a blurred line between how social media is
used in our personal life and how social capabilities fit into the workplace.
To address this problem and to understand how enterprise social can successfully fit in
the workplace, my research consisted of a three-pronged approach: 1) monitoring, collecting,
analyzing, and coding data from the social channels of two companies for three months; 2)
interviewing five professionals experienced in communication and/or social in the workplace;
and 3) conducting a survey of 53 random participants to gain their perspective on social in the
workplace.
My findings indicate there is really no clear definition of enterprise social, limited
research into workplace social structure and strategy for implementing social, and little support
or few resources available for organizations. The research also demonstrates the necessity of
having a strong framework in place to identify policies and processes, the need to implement
properly, and the importance of monitoring and measuring—the key to a successful enterprise
social system. As a result, this research delivers a framework for organizations to successfully
implement enterprise social.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Over the last one hundred and thirty years technology developments have transformed the
way people connect with and communicate with one another. As a result, social, organizational,
and individual needs and desires for technology have shaped the way organizations function.
Just as the industrial revolution introduced the steam engine—transforming the way people
worked—new technologies have changed the way organizations develop, send, and store
information (Bouwman, Van Den Hooft, Van De Wijngaert, & Van Dijk, 2005; Brynjolfsson &
McAfee, 2014; Hanna & Wilson, 1998).
The Historical Presence of Technology in the Workplace
According to Bouwman et al. (2005), this social shaping of technology can be seen
throughout history as information communication technology developments have entered the
work force during this last century:
•

1880-1914: the introduction of typewriters, telephone, and punch card systems

•

1914-1957: the introduction of the radio, accounting, and address machines

•

1957-1980: the introduction of computer spreadsheets and word processors

•

1980-2000: the introduction of the internet, email, and video conferencing

As we look back through the evolution of business communication, we are able to
identify genres throughout history. First, the use of memos using pen and paper were the
primary method of communicating to others outside of the organization. Then we begin to see
the shift to memos being used for both internal and external communication along with phone
calls and face-to-face conversations (Leonardi, Huysman, & Steinfield, 2013). Hallway
conferences, office visits, and conference rooms became added traditional methods of workplace
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communications and locations. But with the information age surpassing these times, those
traditional methods are now replaced with email and instant messaging.
A New Technology on the Horizon
Now is the time in our digital history that highlights how organizations are pressured by
societal norms and expectations to use social media outlets such as Twitter and Facebook to
communicate and connect with their consumers. Each day new, innovative technologies are
introduced and implemented based on social demands and these social technologies are on the
rise (see Appendix A).
Enterprise social platforms are just the latest form of technology that organizations are
seeing in this next chain of adoption. Leonardi et al. (2013), define enterprise social media as the
following:
Web-based platforms that allow workers to 1) communicate messages with specific
coworkers or broadcast messages to everyone in the organization; 2) explicitly indicate or
implicitly reveal particular coworkers as communication partners; 3) post, edit, and sort
text and files linked to themselves or others; and 4) view the messages, connections, text,
and files communicated, posted, edited, and sorted by anyone else in the organization at
any time of their choosing. (p. 2)
This definition is just one of many definitions attempting to explain what enterprise social
means, but as this research will exhibit there is still a large gap between a definition and
organizations fully understanding what enterprise social is.
The Hopes and Fears of New Technology
Although many social demands are introducing new technologies to the workplace,
organizations are often conflicted with the concerns and values new technologies bring to the
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workplace. On one hand, organizations are finding valuable reasons for allowing this new
technology to enter the workforce. According to Hanna and Wilson (1998), companies embrace
information and communication technologies (ICTs) with the goal of increasing organizational
productivity. ICTs help to address time and distance issues as employees communicate and
exchange information to work together—promoting a virtual and remote workforce (Bouwman
et al., 2005). On the other hand, the advancements and connectivity of enterprise social
technologies are not without its shortcomings and may actually have some adverse effects on
organizational culture and communication. One important factor that comes into play is the fear
that technology can often elicit. According to Modaff and DeWine (2002),
Fear of technology prevents quick adoption of new technologies. A study commissioned
by Dell Computers concluded that 55 percent of Americans suffer from some degree of
technophobia. Some of the terms used to describe technophobia also include:
technostress, technoangst, computerphobis, computer anxiety, technology aversion,
computer apprehension, computer resistance, computer alienation, computer fear,
computer stress, and computer opposition. (p. 237)
While technology can positively affect organization life by increasing the speed of relaying
information, building relationships and communications, and increasing participation and
engagement, it can often be abused by employees for their own personal agenda(s) and be an
inappropriate replacement for face-to-face communications (Modaff & DeWine, 2002).
Even more, the quality of work is being threatened as technology pushes employees to
get work out quicker—often short-circuiting processes and losing quality. Grammatical errors
are becoming more common as millennials enter the workforce and bring with them thousands of
acronyms (D’ Aprix, 2009). Even with the potential pros and cons that ICTs offer to
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organizations, Modaff and DeWine are certain that ICTs will change the way employees connect
with each other and will have an impact on organizational structures and cultures. As we look at
the state of organizational communication, the current technologies elicit an increased volume of
communication that employees simply tune out. This information overload ends up blocking
most communications (Goldhaber, 1990). In a survey conducted in the 1950s, Goldhaber found
that employees commonly reported that information does not always flow from upper
management down on a timely basis; there are important items that are not communicated at all;
employees are often omitted from meetings and changes that come out of those meetings; and
there are a lot of silos between departments. In short, the issues that were reported in the 1950s
are duplicative of the issues being reported by employees almost 70 years later.
Gaps in How Enterprise Social Fits into the Workplace
The use of social capabilities for organizations to communicate and connect with
employees is uncertain and volatile as some organizations struggle with implementing enterprise
social tools in a way that provides value to the organization. While the results from a study
completed by Towers Watson (2013) concluded that just over 50% of companies are using social
to connect with employees in some way, there seems to be little research into the social
structures and strategies for internal organizational communication. Organizations often have a
lack of focus on communication from a technology perspective, as there are inadequate
technologies in place to provide effective communications. Therefore, executives need to look at
communication as part of their jobs and not as a deterrent (Modaff & DeWine, 2002).
Organizations also need to establish well-defined policies, principles, and education that involve
both lower-level employees and upper-level management to ensure the interrelation of how
technology impacts organization communication (Farrant, 2003). For many organizations today,
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the primary way of communicating information with employees is through email or intranet
sites, which are often unappealing and not user-friendly. Many employees are excited to
participate in online conversations but these participants face challenges getting access to the
conversation and with the visual design (Bowdon, 2013). Organizations need to advance
technology to improve communication skills and communication effectiveness for its employees.
Employees want to feel a sense of connection with the organization and tapping into enterprise
social media tools will allow communicators to directly relate technology, people, and social
media and create a link with employees to create, build, and maintain long-lasting, trusting
relationships (Longo, 2013; Persuit, 2013 ). With the vast amount of capabilities social media
tools and tactics are able to provide to internal organizational communication, it is important for
communication scholars and professionals to look at how social capabilities fit into an overall
integrated internal communications strategy (Kimme Hea, 2013).
Addressing the Problems Organizations Face with Enterprise Social
While organizations are continuing to adopt social platforms to communicate internally
there is a lack of research and case studies into how social media fits within an enterprise
environment and how companies can strategically integrate enterprise social successfully. To
help fill this void in research, this paper is designed to answer the following four primary
research questions:
1. How is enterprise social defined by curators and employees who manage and use
those tools?
While there are a number of differing definitions for enterprise social, this research
question is posed to identify what enterprise social means for the individuals involved
throughout this research effort, take the varying viewpoints and thoughts from those individuals,
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and turn them into one common understanding of how enterprise social is defined for this paper.
Based on the individual responses and results from the three research methods, I developed this
definition of enterprise social: a real-time collaborative space where internal teams and
departments in an organization are able to connect and share ideas, information, and knowledge
in an ongoing conversation that enables employees to get word done that meets the goals and
objectives of the business.
2. Why are companies using enterprise social tools as a new communication channel?
To understand the impact enterprise social platforms have on organizations, it is
important to understand why an organization might choose to use an enterprise social tool as a
new communication channel in the first place. The following research will show a number of
opposing perspectives that indicate there is a lack of common understanding of why enterprise
social should even be used in organizations.
3. How are employees using enterprise social tools in the workplace?
Organizations are facing social and individual demands to implement social tools in the
workplace. However, there does not seem to be a cohesive understanding of how employees
should use these tools as a new communication channel. To answer this research question, I will
explore key capabilities that come with social platforms to help understand how employees are
using enterprise social tools in the workplace.
4. How do companies successfully implement enterprise social tools into the workplace?
This research question will help us to understand what will make enterprise social
successful, especially when the information collected during the following research provides a
number of varying opinions and beliefs on this topic.
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To answer these questions, I took a three-pronged research approach by monitoring,
collecting, analyzing, and coding data from the Slack channel of two companies for three
months, conducting five in-person interviews with professionals in the field of organizational
communication with an emphasis on social, and surveying 53 random participants to gain their
perspective on social media in the workplace. By answering these four questions, this paper will
present a framework for organizations to follow as they successfully implement enterprise social
in the workplace.
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Chapter II: Background and Review of Literature
Social media and organizational communication are not new topics for communication
scholars and communication professionals. But as social media, a technology-driven world, has
collided with organizational communication, a technology-impacted world, it is driving the need
and demand for more and consistent scholarly research. The advent of the internet and social
media has created opportunities for individuals to share their stories and knowledge across
numerous platforms (Longo, 2013). But while social media is driving businesses to communicate
business-to-business or business-to-consumer, Meredith (2012) has found that even though
companies are increasing their resources to address the evolvement of social media from a
business-to-consumer perspective, there is less being done to address the evolvement of social
from an internal enterprise perspective. Meredith argues that “social media campaigns must be
implemented as part of large, well-defined organization communication strategies” (p. 90). This
same approach needs to be taken as part of an internal organizational social media
communication strategy to address communications within organizations.
The use of enterprise social media within organizations is what Huy and Shipilov (2012)
refer to as “enterprise 2.0”. Social media has the potential to not only enhance an individual’s
digital literacies, but scholars suggest that if organizations embrace social capabilities,
companies can actually become more connected to their employees and provide a way for
employees to come together and create communities in new ways—increasing and improving
communication and consumption in the workplace (Huang, Baptista, & Galliers, 2013;
Facebook, 2016).
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A Review of Organizational Communication Tools
One problem raised in the introduction is the lack of understanding of how enterprise
social fits within an organization. While enterprise social is the latest technology innovation to
make its way into the workplace, organizations already use a variety of different communication
tools, channels, and mechanisms to communicate amongst its employee base. Leonardi,
Huysman, and Steinfield (2013) are certain that social technologies are becoming a required and
necessary communications platform for organizations to construct internal communication and
confirm that the use of social media in organizations has stemmed from social demands because
of the use of public sites such as Facebook and Twitter. Because of these social demands,
technology savvy companies are developing in-house enterprise social solutions spurring the
development of private social platforms such as Slack and Workplace to be on the rise (Leonardi
et al., 2013).
Thus, in order to understand how enterprise social can successfully work within an
organization, it is important to evaluate current communication tools, how they are used, and the
benefits and weaknesses of those tools. By understanding the potential limitations of current
communication mechanisms, organizations and communication scholars are able to better
understand how enterprise social can be implemented to address the limitations or problems.
Longo (2013) argues that communicators often do not have control over the implementation of
new communication tools and environments within organizations, but are able to recognize and
understand the needs of audiences in order to design documents that support online community
building. Therefore, communication professionals need to be cautious and aware when
implementing these online communities that people have different values and views and even if
we assume good intent on setting up these communities, it could be experienced as pressure to
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the end user (Longo 2013). Longo states that online collaboration can be difficult for
participants unless there are personal interactions that are also taking place because “the
feedback and contributions that technical communicators gain from social media align to the rich
contexts that people build through face-to-face social interactions,” (p. 31). By incorporating

I

social capabilities into our toolset to elicit this direct feedback, communicators have more
information available and are able to design more usable documents that meet the needs of the
audience such as emails, manuals, web sites, and presentations (Longo, 2013). By including and
coordinating the use of social capabilities into everyday work practices, just like individuals and
organizations embraced the Internet, communicators begin to redefine the interconnects of
people and collaboration (Longo, 2013; Pigg, 2014).
In order for organizations to effectively incorporate social capabilities into their current
communication toolset, organizations need to evaluate those tools and how they used, so they
can understand where enterprise social capabilities fits within everyday work practices. The
following sections begin to evaluate just some of these tools in order to understand what the tools
are used for, the strengths and weaknesses of the tools, and how enterprise social fits in.
Audio and visual content sharing tools. Audio and visual content sharing tools are
types of social media platforms that allow people to submit audio materials, music, videos,
slides, presentations, and other visual materials (Amerian & Pisarava, 2012; Ferro & Zachry,
2013). Studies are growing that indicate how much more people retain when either listening to
or watching some form of visual or auditory content. Because of increased learning that occurs,
organizations are beginning to deliver content to employees in video form. Safko (2012) found
that an estimated 56 million individuals subscribe to podcasts alone. Podcasts, which are audio
or video files that an individual can subscribe to, are becoming increasingly sought after.
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Additionally, content creators have the option to also share videos that allows an individual to
share and post a visual that expresses emotions or memories (Safko, 2012). Safko argued that
videos are the “next best thing to being in the same room with someone who is sharing his or her
knowledge and experiences” (p. 211), making videos the best and preferred method for
communicating information, especially complex information. With audio and visual social tools,
technical communicators leverage these tools to share videos that help communicate complex
information, or photos of a company office party, or even share the audio file for a presentation
given by a chief executive officer (CEO). With these messages, it is important that the messages
relate to your audience so they find the message meaningful, valuable, and interesting, otherwise
you may have limited feedback and collaboration from the viewers (Amerian & Pisarava, 2012;
Safko, 2012).
Strengths of audio and visual content sharing tools. Individuals listen to audio files
virtually anywhere, such as driving down the road or working out, because they are much easier
to digest and focus on than text documents. As humans, when we hear a descriptive audio we
are able to form mental images that further help us to retain that information (Safko, 2012).
Creating a podcast or other audio message is much simpler and still allows an individual to share
a message with the appropriate amount of voice inflection and expression (Safko, 2012). Since
audio files are predominately smaller than a video file, they are much easier for listeners to
download and take on the go. By engaging and seeing those interactions and expressions,
customers are able to build more trust with the sender and the message is perceived to be much
more sincere (Safko, 2012). But to create a video, it can become complex with the amount of
equipment you need, for example computer, camera, and video editing software. Audio and
video files increase the retention of the message because employees are able to see the sender of
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the message, connect to the sender, and witness and interpret the non-verbal cues that are also
displayed with the message (Holtz, 2004).
Weaknesses of audio and visual content sharing tools. Companies feel that producing
video and audio files for employee communications is costly with no real return on investment
(Holtz, 2004). Holtz also states that while there is the ability for employees to see the sender of
the message, interaction with the communications fails. Lastly if the video file is being accessed
by a growing number of employees and consistently being downloaded, that activity could
impact the company bandwidth causing slow computer response. (Holtz, 2004).
How enterprise social aligns to audio and visual content sharing tools. Enterprise
social tools allows organizations an avenue to post video and audio files that may be viewed by
employees and allow for two-way interaction to happen.
The blogosphere. A blog (derived from the term Web log) is a type of online journal
managed by one or more individuals who can create and publish a post about a specific topic that
may include personal thoughts, photos, links to other blogs, and even audio or video files that
allows commentary from a reader (Ferro & Zachry, 2013; Safko, 2012). While the use of blogs
are limited for organizational use, blogs are another mechanism to communicate information to
employees. Blogging first appeared in the project management world of organizations in the
1990s as a tool to connect different departments about ongoing project work (Amerian &
Pisarava, 2012). As with many types of foundational communication platforms, researching,
understanding, and supporting those channels can lead to the success or failure of that media
(Pigg, 2014).
Safko (2012) identified number of different blog categories such as:
•

Video blogs (vlogs) are blog sites where videos are posted.
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•

Question blogs (qlogs) are blogs where a reader can submit a question through an
online avenue and the blog writers are responsible for researching and posting an
article.

•

Legal blogs (blawgs) are blogs about legal information or issues.

•

A bloghood is a geographically-based set of blogs (all located in the same geographic
area).

No matter where a blog is located in the blogosphere, bloggers write articles they are
passionate about and to engage others who have those same passions. Ferro and Zachry (2013)
stated in their article that “researchers have found that contributors to such media are motivated
by the positive feelings associated with participating in a larger community” with topics they are
equally interested in (p. 9).
Strengths of blogs. Blogs provide an avenue for less formalized reporting, allow for
more two-way conversations to happen, and have been found to be the most effective way to
share information. Safko (2012) stated, “Blogs create communication and communication builds
trust” (p. 141). Trust is a foundational pillar in building relationships and collaborative online
communities. This type of social media platform allows organizational leaders to share opinions
and allows employees to comment.
Weaknesses of blogs. Unfortunately, blogging seems to have removed itself from the
workplace as Blythe, Lauer and Curran (2014) found that 68% of individuals were more likely to
use blogs in their personal life rather than in their work life. However, if blogs do not induce an
interesting experience, commentary will be limited and the information may not be
comprehended or retained. This may be attributed to the continued time investment blogs
require. Furthermore the complexities of the blogosphere can be time-consuming in itself. The
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attention span of individuals continues to be shorter and shorter. According to Stillman (2016),
employees have about a 40-second span of attention between tasks. Because of this continued
lack of focus on one task, long blog articles make it difficult to read an entire article.
How enterprise social aligns to blogs. One of the values of enterprise social platforms is
the informal approach of social tools. Rather than having long articles to read, messages are
extremely short in duration, which leads us to the concept of microblogging. Microblogging
began shortly after the introduction of blogs. After lengthy and detailed articles were posted,
individuals began to appreciate the more condensed and shortened version of blogs, which was
later coined as a microblog (Ferro & Zachry, 2013; Safko, 2012). Safko found that with those
compressed messages, readers are able to read and comprehend the message in less than five
seconds.
With the heightened sense of information overload looming over readers, the capability
to get a message, understand it, and move on allows for the two-way communication to follow
much more quickly. Pigg (2014) noted that microblogging along with other social media outlets,
are often not considered a work function, even though research showed the positive effects these
social media channels can offer employees. Pigg argued that “short conversational updates help
[employees] sustain a virtual feeling of proximity and… heightens group awareness, creates
more common ground in face-to-face meetings, and provides collaborations with timely
feedback and ongoing updates that build social context for collaborative work” (p. 73). Because
of its immediate and wide distribution objective, microblogging can also be a source for
organizational emergency communication for employees (Bowdon, 2013). Employers
understand how short and timely message bursts improve employee awareness of a crisis
situation and contribute to employee transparency. This allows two-way conversations to occur
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that would otherwise be impossible. This proximity-based relationship is hindered by a
geographic relationship of individual to event (Bowdon, 2013). While microblogging can
provide employees with a quick message, using this social capability within a company is just as
important as understanding how geography can impact the audience’s perception of the message.
Electronic mail (email). Without question email is predominately the most common
mechanism organizations use for communication. Moreover, as one of the oldest forms of
communication, it is also one of the most effective ways to connect with customers (Safko,
2012). With email, companies are also able to measure the effectiveness of their email messages
to consumers by measuring open rates, click-through rates, pass-alongs, bounces, opt-ins, and
opt-outs. Because of its value, email has not just been used to connect with customers, it
provides just as many benefits to companies for internal communication (Safko, 2012).
Strengths of email. Email is a cost-efficient form of communication that allows
employees to send a message with a simple click of the mouse, reaching someone in minutes
even if they are on the other side of the globe (NI Direct, 2017). Messages can also be sent to
one person or a group who can then keep a record of all the information on that message. Email
not only allows a sender to just write a message, but also allows the sender to attach other
documents and attachments with the message (NI Direct, 2017). Many email systems also
include features such as calendars, task management, and a place to keep and maintain contacts
(NI Direct, 2017).
Weaknesses of email. Email is often sent to mass audiences leading many employees to
feel a sense of email overload. Not only do employees receive unnecessary emails internally, but
employees often receive external junk messages, spam, or potentially malicious emails that may
include viruses via links or attachments. Employees may unintentionally send an email to the
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wrong person or a group if they are not careful, which could lead to releasing private or
confidential information (NI Direct, 2017). Lastly, storage costs for organizations becomes a
concern over time because employees will keep emails for years if there are no email policies in
place (NI Direct, 2017).
How enterprise social aligns to email. By creating teams and channels within enterprise
social networks, employees are able to participate in targeted channels or groups. By using those
channels to communicate, organizations have the ability to create real-time messaging that is
accessible to the right people and allow for group conversation without creating chains of emails
and contributing to email overload for employees.
Face-to-face communication. Face-to-face communication could be viewed as a type of
lost art in terms of organizational communication channels and, while surveys and studies might
show or suggest that employees prefer this type of channel, it’s becoming less and less used for a
number of reasons. Nonetheless, communicating in a face-to-face setting is viewed as the most
effective form of communication because of the added non-verbal cues that accompany the
message, including the sender’s tone, body language, and facial expressions (Holtz, 2004).
According to Holtz, without non-verbal cues individuals who are receiving the message could
each interpret the message differently.
Strengths of face-to-face communication. Face-to-face communication creates trust
between the sender and the receiver, especially when a leader they trust is emitting the message.
Non-verbal cues like body language, facial expressions, and tone often says more than words and
adds to the message being sent.
Weaknesses of face-to-face communication. Technology evolvement and organization
size has impacted the use of face-to-face communication, as it is now easier and less
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confrontational to send communications by new information communication technologies
(Holtz, 2004). Organizational communicators also have little control over the message when a
different sender (such as an executive) may or may not deliver the message as intended (Holtz,
2004). Additionally, individuals may not have appropriate presentation or communication skills,
which also impacts the consistency of the message over time (Holtz, 2004). As organizations
become larger and companies deal with a dispersed workforce, face-to-face communications
often become even more difficult to maintain.
How enterprise social aligns to face-to-face communication. Enterprise social tools can
help leaders and colleagues connect in real time and, moreover within social applications,
employees use emoji and animated graphic interchange formats (GIFs) to fill the void of nonverbal cues (Holtz, 2004). Enterprise social tools also provide a channel to share video, audio,
media or other documents quickly that employees engage and interact with (Holtz, 2004).
Instant messaging (IM). Instant messaging was brought to society to help instantly
connect individuals without having to pick up a phone. Free instant messaging services
eliminated long-distance calling fees, made it easy for people to see if someone was available,
and took away the time and logistics of writing a formal letter. These benefits were quickly seen
by organizations and social structures encouraged this type of communication function within the
workplace. Instant messaging allows employees to send a message to anyone in the company
right to their desktop (Holtz, 2004).
Strengths of instant messaging. Through instant messaging platforms, employees are
able to see who in their company is available and connect with them in real-time (Holtz, 2004).
Rather than waiting for a response that could take hours or days, responses can happen almost
immediately.
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Weaknesses of instant messaging. IM messages are often limited to conversations that
are only one-on-one although some tools do allow for group messaging. With group messaging,
however, if an employee is unavailable they may never see the message (Holtz, 2004).
How enterprise social aligns to instant messaging. While instant messaging provides
real-time connection to other employees, it is often limited to one or two individuals. Enterprise
social can be used to create networks of employees with equal and transparent access to the
information being provided. That information may be retained and searched for at a later time.
Many enterprise social apps also have mobile applications, which allows employees to have
access to the social app no matter where they are located.
Intranet. An intranet is an organizational internet only available to employees who work
for the company. Because intranets are only available to employees it can house a vast amount
of information that can be structured based on company needs and requirements (Holtz, 2004).
The internet created a new world view of knowledge and information sharing and gathering in a
central location. In the spirit of having a central knowledge base, an intranet creates that same
sense of structure and accessibility, with the difference that it is secure and accessible by
employees only.
Strengths of an intranet. A well-planned and managed intranet allows information to be
published immediately and allows information to be easily accessed, allows for a place where
employees can collaborate and interact with one another, and allows a space for different media
to be stored (Holtz, 2004).
Weaknesses of an intranet. According to Holtz, while the company intranet can be a
powerful communication tool, it is not designed to do all organizational communication. Holtz
states, “Choosing to communicate everything over an intranet means abandoning strategic
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planning”. Key weaknesses of an intranet is that it does not replace face-to-face communication
and cannot replace print communication. Information that is created for print is different than
the way information is created for the web. Once information is created for the intranet it
remains there for people to access on their own—making the intranet a pull-communication
mechanism.
How enterprise social aligns to an intranet. As technology continues to advance,
companies developing enterprise social tools are finding new ways to integrate and link
enterprise social tools with company intranets. Because of this connection, intranets and social
tools are becoming channels where employees are completing tasks and connecting with others
in order to make their work responsibilities easier and done more quickly.
Print communication. Employee news publications, printed flyers, annual reports,
brochures, and even posters have been widely used both in the past and present to communicate
information. Sustainability and reducing operational costs, however, have been a trending topic
for organizations, including going paperless. While companies are striving to move towards a
digital, paperless environment, the use of paper is up by about 30% over ten years ago because
employees still print out digital communications (Holtz, 2004).
Strengths of print communication. Print communications are easier for employees to
take anywhere, making this type of communication more portable. There is less risk of theft
because there is no technology, no risk of a battery dying, and no need to try and gain access to
an internet connection. Lastly, print communications can also be much easier to read and make
notes on (Holtz, 2004).
Weaknesses of print communication. Holtz (2004) identifies a number of weaknesses
with print communications including employees cannot interact with a printed message, there are
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no two-way conversations taking place, and print is only one medium that cannot carry sound or
video. Print is a push-communication mechanism that employees are often forced to see, even if
they do not want it.
How enterprise social aligns to print communication. While there may be a time and
place for print communication, enterprise social provides an avenue where interaction about the
topic can take place. Information provided in the communication links the reader to an
environment where two-way communication occurs, which helps to address the weakness of this
tool. Enterprise social tools also offer the ability to quickly share documents to anyone who
needs to access the information.
Social networks. The formation of social networks can be traced back centuries. Cave
people gathered in social circles to communicate, families and tribes of individuals generated
social networks by congregating around a fire and sharing stories, and later like-minded
individuals in schools formed “cliques”, creating social networks amongst youth. But with the
development of the internet came a new form of group connection—virtual social networks.
While social media facilitates and enables content, it also enables communities to be formed in
social networks that connect individuals and allows for two-way communication to occur
(Amerian & Pisarava, 2012). Social networks are at the center of social media platforms (both in
person and online). Since the beginning of human existence, people (and even animals) have
come together in common ways to connect with each other, allowing people to share, educate,
interact, and connect with other colleagues (Amerian & Pisarava, 2012; Safko, 2012).
Strengths of social networks. Social networks are a type of online community where
like-minded individuals come together for a common purpose, helping to strengthen connections,
build trust, and establish relationships with internal employees, which according to Ferro and
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Zachry (2013), is “the most important work-related benefit of such social-networking sites” (p.
10). There are a number of important elements and tactics incorporated into social networks,
including creating connections with friends and other colleagues; tagging and categorizing posts
and articles; setting up, sharing, and visiting profiles; commenting on and rating posts and
articles; using subscribe and unsubscribe features; keeping abreast of most recent news and
timeline feeds (Amerian & Pisarava, 2012; Ferro & Zachry, 2013; Safko, 2012). As
communicators distribute and share knowledge, it is important that technical communicators
adopt corresponding networks with people who have those shared interests (Pigg, 2014).
However, according to Pigg, this work requires ongoing upkeep on research and participation.
Another strength is the growing variety and number of social networks including online
forums or message boards and wikis. An online forum, or message board, is a social tool that
allows users to engage in an ongoing conversation on a certain topic. With a moderator to watch
over the conversation and ensure it adheres to the forum rules, any member may start a
conversation topic to get advice, share an opinion or idea, or even run a poll (Safko, 2012). As
the social media precursor to the blog, online forums were designed to foster ongoing
conversations. This two-way, user-generated communication medium also helped to build
strong online community relationships with its participants (Safko, 2012). A wiki is a type of
online collaboration space where individuals can edit and collaborate with others in order to
gather collective knowledge of a group in a way that is fun and easy for the end user (Ferro &
Zachry, 2013; Safko, 2012). Users are able to edit any page, create new pages, or associate
topics through linking pages. While it is not designed for what Safko refers to as “casual users”,
it fosters content creation and collaboration for the users who may be impacted or use the
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information often. As Safko stated, “[wikis] truly represent the social media foundation of usergenerated content and the wisdom of crowds” (p. 165).
Weaknesses of social networks. The concept of community reflects a positive and
shared value, however, as Longo (2013) discovered, all-encompassing, online communities can
seem forced. Therefore, technical communicators need to be cautious when implementing these
online communities and aware that people have different values and views and even when good
intent is assumed when setting up these communities, it could be experienced as pressure to the
end user (Longo, 2013). Depending on their structure many social networks require employees
to make an effort to go to the message board or to the wiki to seek out information.
How enterprise social aligns to social networks. Enterprise social tools are another form
of social networking where communities are formed via channels to share information, connect
with each other, and to complete work. With the growing number of social network
technologies, organizations need to be cautious of how these social networks overlap, how they
fit within their organization, and what that means to employees.
With the growing number of tools and tactics becoming available and used within the
workplace, it highlights a need for organizations to pause, reflect, and understand how each tool
interacts with one another. Then as newer tools come into the workplace, such as enterprise
social, organizations must evaluate how those tools impact the communication functions that are
in place.
The Purpose and Benefits of Enterprise Social
In evaluating different communication tools for organizations, we can see communication
channels providing a variety of benefits for organizations. Enterprise social is just one of those
advancements in technology which provides employees the ability to see the communication
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activities of other employees and executives in an organization (Leonardi et al., 2013). Leonardi
et al. finds that these activities allow for all employees to learn from a wider audience over time.
Some of the other benefits Leonardi et al. found include the following:
•

Communications are often invisible and hard for employees to access because the
information communicated happens on private or two-way platforms such as the
telephone or email. With enterprise social employees are now able to see those onceinvisible communications and engage with other employees in a more meaningful
way.

•

Not only are communications more visible and accessible, employees are able to
more quickly publish information in those open and shared work environments.

•

Many communication channels are time bound and difficult to find a record of, like
flyers and emails. Enterprise social channels not only allow employees to review
previous interactions, but those interactions are also listed in real time.

These benefits aim to solve just some of the long-time organizational communication
issues like those Goldhaber (1990) reported by executives from 100 companies. In this study,
executives felt there were a number of communication issues within their organization including:
ineffectively using communication channels; management’s inability to communicate
effectively; management not sharing information with employees; and limited opportunity for
employees to communicate with executives. Goldhaber also referenced a major study of over 15
organizations that found additional themes including: employees did not receive enough
information about the organization or their jobs; management failing to follow-up with
employees; messages are often not sent in a timely manner; the water cooler talk fills the void
when there is little to no communication from upper management; impersonal communication
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methods are developed to fill gaps in communication; and employees are not able to provide
input on decisions. More than three decades later these same issues are indicative of the
communication challenges that organizations face today.
The Power of Social for Organizational Teams
Organizations have been using social media to primarily reach consumers and share
information about their products and services. And while less common, the use of social
platforms are being used for internal communications. The need for these types of
organizational communication platforms are driving many companies to create social platforms
not only for their own organization to use, but to also deliver a social platform to the software
market for other organizations to procure. In addition organizations today are seeing a shift to a
more remote workforce and in order to connect employees and share information, it is becoming
vital for companies to build virtual community platforms and encourage online networks and
participation to take shape (Pigg, 2014). Therefore, organizations use a wide variety of formal
communication channels to communicate internally with its employees, including face-to-face
communication, notice or bulletin boards, email, an intranet, publications, annual reports, web
sites, video and audio channels, and surveys (Farrant, 2003; Holtz, 2004).
Teams are a permanent structure in every organization and much of the work
accomplished are done so by teams, committees, or some other group that works to meet a
common goal and accomplish some type of coordinated initiative to meet the business goals and
objectives (Hanna & Wilson, 1998; Modaff & DeWine, 2002). Modaff and DeWine define an
effective and high performing team based on four criteria: 1) teams are driven to complete tasks
and drive results; 2) teams create an environment that is collaborative and provides open
dialogue; 3) teams have clear goals that support company goals and can be measured; and 4)
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teams have tools, spaces, access and other resources available to accomplish those tasks and
goals.
Digital technologies have changed the way employees work, how individuals deliver and
receive messages, and how quickly the message can be sent and received (Hanna & Wilson,
1998; Modaff & DeWine, 2002). And as enterprise social continues to evolve and change the
way employees communicate with one another, those messages will be more visible to everyone
across the organization and allow for all employees to have the opportunity to learn from the
content and even contribute to it (Leonardi et al., 2013). Therefore, it is important to shape
online social structures into an organizational culture and help build relationships with
employees across the organization in a way they would not otherwise be able to (Longo, 2013)
The Need for Emotional Connection
It seems to be a growing trend that organizations are struggling to connect with
employees. According to Huy and Shipilov (2012) internal social is not just about the software,
but about the emotional capital that is gained when employees are able to experience the
authenticity, gratification, and connections that are made when employees join social
communities. Huy and Shipilov argue that “unfortunately many organizations fail to grasp the
crucial role of social media in building emotional capital and instead try extracting benefits from
the internal use of social media before emotional capital is built” (p. 74). Huy and Shipilov also
found that organizations either avoid using enterprise social or are unable to make it work
because emotional capital is not developed and is not supported by organizational leadership.
Therefore Huy and Shipilov believe that in order for enterprise social initiatives to be successful,
organizations must find leaders that are trusted by employees, ensure those leaders have the
necessary social skills, and encourage those leaders to build social communities.
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With the ability to allow company leaders to message, publish targeted information,
showcase organizational updates and events, and even promote new products or contests,
character limitations force communicators to be much more succinct with those communications
(Amerian & Pisarava, 2012; Bowdon, 2013; Safko, 2012). Enterprise social not only enhances
an individual’s digital literacies, but allows organizations to embrace social opportunities and
become more connected to employees and provide a way for people to come together, create new
communities, and help strengthen relationships between all employees (Pigg, 2014; Safko,
2012).
Enterprise social is becoming more and more important in enabling work activities,
strengthening connections for employees, and creating the “happy employee” (Ferro & Zachry,
2013). However, according to Pigg (2014), this work requires an ongoing upkeep on research
and participation. Employees want to feel a sense of connection with the organization and
tapping into social tools allows organizations to begin directly connecting with those employees
to create, build, and maintain long-lasting, trusting relationships (Meredith, 2012; Pigg, 2014;
Safko, 2012). But with few policies and principles identified and no connection to emotional
capital built, the tool is becoming increasingly frustrating for many employees (Farrant, 2003;
Huy & Shipilov, 2012). Employees still want face-to-face communications to happen with
management and want both the chance to provide input into decisions and they want to be
included in the information being shared (Goldhaber, 1990). This is often a human aspect that
management ignores, which can lead to ineffective and costly technology that only delivers oneway communication (D’ Aprix, 2009). Ultimately, Huy and Shipilov found that when enterprise
social is implemented properly, it “reduces the power distance and helps executives build and
maintain human bonds with a large group of employees more efficiently” (p. 74). According to
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Huy and Shipilov, by using social media to build this emotional capital, organizations are able to
acquire real benefits and are able to see how, when, and with whom employees are connecting.
Measuring the Value of Enterprise Social
Key performance indicators (KPIs), success measures, and value, seem to be some of the
latest buzz words within organizations today—as they should be. Organizations are using KPIs
and success measures to determine if what they are doing is working and actually providing
value of some kind to the company, whether it is monetary, increased performance metrics,
improved work processes, or even increased productivity. When implementing an enterprise
social tool, it is important to understand the impact of enterprise social on the organization and to
ensure it is providing a purpose and solving a problem—and not just being used because it is the
latest and greatest, new shiny object.
With limited research on the effectiveness of social media, a Towers Watson study found
that “companies who rely on social media for internal communication have required metrics in
place to evaluate the cost effectiveness of their efforts” (p. 9). It is important that companies
begin to evaluate if and how social media is used within their own organizations, evaluate how
the different types of social media tools and tactics fit into an overarching internal social media
strategy, and integrate and track those strategies (Meredith, 2012; Safko, 2012). The Towers
Watson study further supported this path in stating that out of those surveyed, the organizations
who use social media the best “use social as part of a broader communication strategy and
measure to see if it is working” (p. 3).
The value of using social tools is that it allows many users to create valuable content and
deliver that content in real time (Young & Hinesly, 2014). However, understanding the timing
elements of social, the routines associated with making choices of when to publish, and the vast
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array of how different social tools and tactics intertwine to support a higher integrated strategy
are what will allow enterprise social strategies to be successful (Kimme Hea, 2013; Pigg, 2014).
Taking the Next Step with Enterprise Social
Organizations have looked at how social media in general fits into outward reaching
organizational communication and marketing strategies. However with the vast amount of
capabilities, benefits, and advantages that enterprise social tools provide, it is important for
organizations to evaluate how these social tools and capabilities fit within organizational
processes and support an overall communication strategy (Goldhaber, 1990; Leonardi et al.,
2013; Kimme Hea, 2013). Moreover, according to Leonardi et al., “as these new technologies
begin to proliferate across organizations it is important that we develop an understanding of how
they enable and constrain the communicative activities through which work is accomplished
because it is the very dynamics that constitute and perpetuate organizations” (p. 2). By mapping
out available communication channels, what those channels are used for, and understanding
social media tools and tactics are a part of organizational communication strategies, companies
can develop strong, consistent messages and communication processes for employee-toemployee communication (Meredith, 2012). Organizations run the risk of losing face-to-face
opportunities (D ‘Aprix, 2009), it will continue to be important for organizations to look at all
degrees of technology used in society in order to evaluate the potential use in an organizational
perspective across all communication channels (Modaff & DeWine, 2002). By not evaluating
tools, organizations will face challenges in identifying how social fits with the other tools they
have in place; understanding the benefits, power, and value social can bring to the organization;
and how to effectively measure that value while maintaining connections with employees in
these digital worlds.
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Chapter III: Design Methodology
In order to address the four primary research questions, my research methodologies were
based on a three-pronged research approach that included grounded theory and digital
ethnography. This approach was approved by the University of Wisconsin – Stout Institutional
Review Board (IRB) in March 2017 as the standard protocol for protection of human subjects in
research.
Grounded theory is an important method in order to identify patterns of how different
social groups act or interact with one another (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998)
and involves a framework for collecting, categorizing, and analyzing data; theories will then
emerge from those results (Bowen, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1967). To begin the grounded
theory process, researchers should have an identified topic to research, focus only on the data
collected without predetermined themes or theories, and have awareness of the data being
collected so the researcher can understand, validate, and identify irrelevant data. There are four
important elements of a grounded theory method (Bowen, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1967):
1. Data is collected and categorized through the data collection process without any
preconceived theories.
2. Through the data collection process, patterns of societal changes and processes over
time are discovered.
3. Conceptual categories for data are created based on the specific data that is being
gathered at that time.
4. Categories are collected, coded, and analyzed as the data is gathered and the
researcher continually decides what data should be collected next and where it should
be collected.
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Approaching the research results through grounded theory allowed me to identify a
theoretical sampling of the data and then conduct a comparative analysis of the results. For my
comparative analysis, the two organizations I followed used the same enterprise social channel.
In observing the way each organization used the tool, I was able to generate a broad range of
categories to better understand the data collected. These categories and use of social tools will
be further highlighted in the coming paragraphs when I discuss the research activities on
monitoring two Slack channels.
Conjoint with grounded theory, ethnography has been found as a useful way to observe
people and their behaviors in their natural environments, which can provide a more accurate
picture of the environment rather than only asking people their perspectives in a survey
(Boughton, 2016). Therefore, it is important to look at digital ethnography, which identifies the
intersection of these social cultures and technology and focuses on how new forms of existence
have emerged from digital solutions (Caliandro, 2014). Digital ethnography not only studies
how people use digital and identifies the daily interactions on those platforms, but in the data
collection process a researcher uses a form of computer or digital technology to capture the data
and information (Boughton, 2016; Caliandro, 2014). As a research methodology, digital
ethnography has provided new ways to capture these actions and behaviors as they occur
(Boughton, 2016). This helps to ensure true behaviors and actions are being captured during the
data collection process. If I, as a researcher, were to monitor someone in person, their behaviors
may shift. By observing in an online environment, I am able to silently “listen” without being a
physical presence and capture actual behaviors and responses. Digital ethnography also has
other research advantages including less travel, an increase of candidates to gather research from,
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and it reduces the risk of data misinterpretation because the researcher is able to capture it
exactly as it shows online.
Conducting both grounded theory and digital ethnography methodologies provided the
best combination of methods, forming powerful and successful way to research this topic. The
digital ethnographic method allowed me to actively monitor participants in their environment.
The grounded theory method offered a structured framework to follow allowing me to collect,
categorize, and analyze the data I captured along the way. This combined methodology
approach may serve communication professionals as a template in researching other
communication channels for the workplace.
This dual method approach supported the three data collection activities I conducted,
which included a survey, monitoring activity on the social channels for two companies, and
personal interviews with five professionals in the field of organizational communication. From
the data collected emerged a theory and valid conclusion for this topic—how to successfully
implement enterprise social tools in the workplace.
Conducting a Random Survey
The purpose of conducting a survey on this topic was to capture and understand the
current landscape of enterprise social tools. Survey participants were provided a consent to
participate agreement and invited to take part in a research study to learn how employees use
social tools to communicate within their organization and identify what internal social means to
them. The goal was to learn how organizations and employees view and use (if applicable)
social tools internally within their company and establish an environmental scan of the impacts
of enterprise social on organizations from a user perspective.
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Participants were asked to take no more than 30 minutes to complete the online Survey
Monkey survey (see Appendix B) and no monetary incentive was offered to participants. Any
personal or identifiable company information was omitted to ensure confidentiality of the survey
participants and no proprietary information was included to ensure organizational anonymity.
The study was reviewed and approved by the University Wisconsin – Stout Institutional Review
Board (IRB) and it was determined that it met the ethical obligations required by federal law and
university policies. In order to collect responses, I emailed the survey to a number of
professional colleagues I connected with at seminars and conferences, published a post on my
personal Twitter and Linked In social channels, as well as asking employees on the social
channels I followed to complete the survey.
Digital ethnography allowed me to capture employee thoughts by conducting an 18question survey, which included personal and organizational demographic questions,
perspectives on internal social tools, types of internal social tools they interact with, and types of
information the company shares on their social tools. By using digital ethnography, while only
53 participants completed the survey, I was able to reach a wider audience with varying personal
and organizational demographics and varying degrees of experience and understanding of
enterprise social. Grounded theory methodology then helped to provide a framework for
collecting, analyzing, and categorizing the data collected. The questions asked in the survey
differed between open-ended questions and close-ended questions. The close-ended questions
were short or single-word selections that allowed me to gather quantitative results from the
answers. Open-ended questions required more coding and labeling of the content elicited.
Because there were both closed- and open-ended questions, I had both quantitative and
qualitative data to analyze.
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For the quantitative data I was able to assign a percentage or numerical value and
generate graphs or pie charts to depict those results. Open-ended questions were handled slightly
differently. For some questions I was able to identify common keywords in each response to
generate a word cloud. This was useful to highlight what key words and themes were most
prevalent in survey results. In other questions, I was able to identify categories or themes and
associate the number of times participants alluded to those categories. I was then able to
generate a total percentage allowing me to visually display that information in a graph or pie
chart. As to other qualitative information, I was able to use the content as quotes in my results
section. The intent of the data captured during the survey process was to establish the
environmental scan of the impacts, understand those impacts from a user perspective, and then
correlate the impacts to the other research activities.
Conducting Communication Professional Interviews
The original goal of reaching out to different communication professionals was to
conduct one-on-one interviews with a representative from three different companies, each with
over one thousand employees who have been identified as using internal social tools effectively
in their organization. Approved through the IRB process, interview questions were designed to
be similar to the survey questions in order to understand from an organizational perspective how
the company perceived themselves as using social to communicate internally and what their
strategies for implementing types of social tools have been. In order to acquire interview
candidates, I reached out to a number of presenters who were speakers at the International
Association for Business Communicators (IABC) 2017 conference who were either presenting
on the topic of enterprise social or who have experience in this field. In reaching out to various
communication professionals to establish an interview, the interviewee pool and expected
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outcome was different than originally defined. Interviewees were not necessarily part of
companies that employed over one thousand employees but either had experience working with
companies implementing social or had been impacted by social. Additionally, interview
questions were modified to focus on their experiences and expertise with social.
I had the opportunity to connect with and conduct a face-to-face interview with three
professionals that have a combined 60 years of experience amongst them. After interviewing
these three candidates, by using a grounded theory methodology, I was able to then decide what
additional information or perspective I might need and reach out to other individuals who have
had different experiences with enterprise social. This resulted in two more face-to-face
interviews—an individual who championed a number of social efforts and another individual
who was an employee and user of enterprise social tools.
When interviewing these five professionals, I began asking the initial interview questions
(see Appendix C). The conversations evolved and additional questions were raised during the
interview to capture their knowledge and expertise and clarify responses. Additional questions
included:
1. What does internal social mean to you?
2. How do organizations use social media capabilities well?
3. How do organizations use social media capabilities poorly?
4. What issues do organizations come across when implementing enterprise social?
5. What benefits do organizations encounters when using enterprise social?
6. Why do you feel there has been such a frantic push for organizations to implement
social capabilities?
7. Have you seen trends in how often employees access or use enterprise social?
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8. What successful types of content are often used in enterprise social channels?
9. What are the unsuccessful types of content often used in enterprise social channels?
10. Any additional thoughts on the impact of enterprise social platforms in an
organization?
Each interview was recorded, as approved by the IRB process, totaling almost seven
hours of audio interview. I then transcribed each interview—listening to the audio, recording
their responses, and capturing exact quotes. During the IRB process, I also indicated that the
interviewee name and company information would not be included in any documents resulting
from the data collection and that any identifiable confidential or proprietary information will not
be included in the final results. However, because the scope of those I interviewed changed and
because of their experience and presence in the field of enterprise social, I felt it was valuable to
include and showcase their expertise (see Appendix D)—giving more credibility to the responses
I received. I asked each interviewee if I could directly quote them without providing a pen name
for them. All interviewees approved. If the interviewees referenced any company they worked
with during the interviewee, company and identifiable information was removed to ensure
consistency and anonymity throughout this paper.
In order to analyze and compartmentalize the transcribed notes, I used the grounded
theory method to provide a framework for coding and analyzing the information. Key themes
were identified and categorized, which helped to highlight how to successfully implement
enterprise social into the workplace. The information complemented both the survey results and
the company social channel data that was captured by putting a professional lens to the topic.
The interviews in many ways helped to put into words what the survey participants were
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experiencing and helped to either explain or prove the results generated from the social channel
data.
Monitoring Two Company Social Channels
The purpose of monitoring the social channels of two companies was to understand how
companies use enterprise social tools in comparison to how they talk about enterprise social
tools. By just focusing on survey and interview responses to my questions, the information
could be seen as just opinion or skewed because of the questions asked. By monitoring these
two channels and capturing this data, it allowed me to either reinforce the responses from survey
respondents and interviewees or note areas that were missed.
In order to conduct this research, I needed to be given access to an internal social tool for
a company where I could observe and monitor the activity that occurred. To acquire a robust
data collection, I also felt it was important to have at least two company observational studies
that provided a comparison of how companies might use enterprise social tools differently and if
one use was more successful than another.
I was able to acquire access to a social channel within two different organizations using
Slack, which is an online workspace. According to the Slack Help Center (2017) there are five
main parts to a Slack workspace including: team and workspaces that can be created, channels,
messages, search, and notification options. Slack is designed for teams to come together in a
place where work can be completed. Slack workspaces are then made up of what Slack defines
as channels, which are created by the workspace team. Channel members can then post
messages to their channel teams that not only include text, but may also include documents,
GIFs, and emoji. Members are also able to directly message another member individually; those
messages are not visible to other members of the team. There is also a search capability within
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Slack to quickly find previous messages. Members also have a way to identify how they would
like to receive different notifications when information or messages are shared in the Slack
channel.
To protect the confidentiality of each company and distinguish from each other, each
organization was given a code name—Senility and Grazing Co. In addition each employee
sending a message to the company Slack channel was also given an employee number to replace
their name and ensure anonymity. Senility is part of a global company founded 40 years ago
with over 120,000 employees and over $80 billion in annual revenue. The Slack channel I
followed for Senility was for a small team of 10 to 15 employees working on a team project.
Grazing Co. is a U.S. company founded over 30 years ago, is a global company with almost
1,000 employees, and has just over $1 billion in annual revenue. The Slack channel I followed
for Grazing Co. was for one departmental team with over 100 members. While each company
used Slack for different reasons, as the results will show. It should also be noted the channel for
each company was not an officially approved communication mechanism. In fact because Slack
is easily accessible, both teams began using Slack without going through an organizational
process to implement the tool. One question this raises is whether success is minimized or not
impacted at all because no policies were in place?
In order to capture data from two separate social feeds, the digital ethnography research
method allowed me to virtually conduct research and monitor two organizational Slack channels
whose headquarters were hundreds of miles apart. While the other two research activities
focused on one or two primary elements identified earlier with grounded theory, this research
activity encompassed all four aspects of grounded theory defined. First, I collected and
categorized data without any preconceived theories; second, I collected data over a period of
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three months to identify patterns and processes over time; third, as I began collecting data, I
found it continually triggered new data fields to be collected; and last, during the data collection
process, I created conceptual categories that I used for coding and analysis.
In processing the data from each Slack channel, I identified, tracked, and documented 17
different types of information. To collect this data, I looked at each message posted and
documented the results in an Excel spreadsheet. Following outlines the types of information
tracked in each message. To understand why the information was tracked and what possible
themes, processes, or patterns emerged over time, refer to Appendix E.
1. Employee name / employee code
2. Date of post
3. Time and day of post
4. Exchange code
5. Content coding
6. Number or characters
7. @mention to individuals or groups
8. Images, attachments, or links
9. File type
10. File size
11. Number of replies or comments
12. Abbreviations or jargon
13. Grammar
14. Use of emoji
15. Swearing
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16. Reactions to posts
17. If post was edited or reposted
To analyze each message content, I developed high-level conceptual categories used to
code each message. The following list outlines each category. For an explanation of each
category and an example from either Senility or Grazing Co. of what that category means, refer
to Appendix F.
1. Individual Task Update
2. Request for Information
3. System Post (Slackbot / Invitation)
4. Of Interest / FYI
5. Meeting Update
6. Location Status
7. Entertainment - not related to work
8. Industry Trend
9. Problem / Resolution
10. Organization Update
11. Product Reference
12. Repost from company social feed
This three-pronged research approach not only provided a solid foundation for
collecting, coding, and analyzing data, it is also an approach that can be replicated for future
studies. This will allow different researchers or experimenters to use the same methods and
materials but with different surveys, interviews, and participants. This replication process would
ensure the results found in this study are reliable and valid, to continue to apply to real situations,
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and to continue to derive new research needs from the results (Heffner, 2017). Ultimately the
social feed data collected was an important piece of the research trifecta. Surveys and interviews
were useful to determine what individuals think and feel about enterprise social and to hear how
organizations view or use social at a high level. Monitoring the social channels allowed me to
assess if individuals were using enterprise social tools the same way they stated they were using
them.
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Chapter IV: Results of Research
In 2017 I surveyed over 50 employees who worked for organizations ranging from one
employee to more than five thousand employees to gauge the current understanding, perception,
and use of enterprise social in today’s workforce.
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Figure 1. Organization size results from survey study. Organization size data captured to
establish a demographic profile for survey respondents.
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Figure 2. Age range results from survey study. Age data captured to provide additional
information for the demographic profile of survey respondents.
Just over half of the respondents indicated they work for an organization with less than
one thousand employees, while the other half of the respondents work for a company that
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employs more than one thousand employees (see Figure 1). While conducting the survey, I also
captured the following demographic information for each respondent: age, education, and
employment status. Only 27% of respondents identified themselves as millennials, whereas over
45% of respondents identified themselves as Generation X (see Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Education results from survey study. Indicates highest level of education for survey
participants from survey study, providing additional information for a demographic profile of
survey respondents.
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Figure 4. Employment status results from survey study. Employment data captured to provide
additional information for a demographic profile of survey respondents.
Additionally 87% of respondents not only reported they completed a bachelor degree
education or higher (see Figure 3), this same percent identified themselves as being a full-time
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employee as well (see Figure 4). The remaining respondents were either part-time employees,
contract employees, temporary employees, or identified themselves as the owner of their
organization.
This general information established a demographic profile of the survey participants
who responded to the 18-question survey. This demographic allowed me to have a sense of the
individuals who were answering and the context they would provide. To address the following
four primary research questions this thesis set out to answer, I was then able to align the results
from the social channel data collection, the remaining survey questions and responses, and the
viewpoints acquired from the the five communication professional interviews.
1.

How is enterprise social defined by curators and employees who manage and use
those tools?

2. Why are companies using enterprise social tools as a new communication channel?
3. How are employees using enterprise social tools in the workplace?
4. How do companies successfully implement enterprise social tools into the workplace?
Research Question 1: How is Enterprise Social Defined?
The use of social media in our personal lives has been a rapid movement in comparison
to past technologies and now the use of social media is carrying over to our work lives (see
Figure 1). With the evolution of social media, however, there continues to be an increasing gap
in the understanding of what social media is in our personal life versus how social capabilities
are used in a workplace environment. This research question is posed to identify what enterprise
social means for individuals and to take the varying viewpoints and thoughts and translate them
into one common understanding of how enterprise social is defined.
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One dialogue I observed was how survey participants viewed and understood enterprise
social. When asked what the term “social” meant to them from an internal organizational
communication perspective, the results varied amongst the 51 respondents and generated two
opposing perspectives. A smaller subset of 27% of respondents felt that enterprise social was an
informal way to communicate and was also nonwork-related. For example, one respondent
stated that,
Social implies lower formality, lower focus on productivity, less importance, and is more
casual than other workplace activities. . . I am all for collaboration and getting to know
people beyond my immediate sphere, but the ‘social’ element has scary echoes of cat
memes.
Another respondent had a similar perspective on enterprise social and stated from their point of
view that, “Within an organization social relates to the informal, undocumented interactions
among individuals within the organization. Typically the social activities are those that are
enjoyable avocations rather than paid, professional duties”. This viewpoint, which was not
directly related to work, was similar for two other respondents. One respondent felt that,
“Social, from a work perspective, means an event that is not work-related, but it is usually
conducted during business hours with work people”, while another viewed enterprise social as
“talking with colleagues, maybe going to happy hour, using Yammer, water cooler talk”. As a
result, these respondents described enterprise social tools as merely an informal communication
channel where employees connect to discuss nonwork-related topics that interfere with work
activities resulting in lower employee productivity and less focus on work activities.
In the opposing perspective, a second group of approximately 53% of the respondents felt
social was not only an efficient and quick way for employees to communicate and interact with
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one another, it was also related to work activities. Because respondents could use social tools to
connect with other employees for work, it is perceived as being a valuable tool that belongs in
the workplace and can help to improve productivity. For example, one respondent stated that
social means, “Using tools to help improve internal communications or cross-functional work
and ways that employees engage or interact with each other to share knowledge”. As a result,
respondents who agreed with this viewpoint describe enterprise social as a productive way to
connect with employees to get work done.
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Figure 5. Meaning of enterprise social key terms generated from survey study. Participants
were asked to define what internal social means from an organizational communication
perspective. Responses were combined and entered into a word cloud generator to establish
common themes and key terms from survey respondents. The larger the word the more common
the term was used in responses. The word cloud was created by the author, Chelsea Dowling, on
October 10, 2017, using Jason Davies word cloud generator at
https://www.jasondavies.com/wordcloud.
These two viewpoints highlight the contradiction of how enterprise social is perceived
and used, which is important to recognize before defining enterprise social. From the first
perspective, the viewpoints of those survey respondents suggest that while organizations might
use these tools to provide a place for employees to interact, it is generally not for work-related
activities and therefore has little to no value as a communication channel in the workplace. This
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can then suggest that enterprise social is a distraction to getting work completed. The second
perspective recognizes that it is a place where employees come together for work-related
activities and increases productivity amongst employees. These two viewpoints are further
characterized by a few of the key terms survey respondents identified when defining what
enterprise social means to them, including the words communication, employees, collaboration,
and nonwork-related (see Figure 5). So while at least 50% of respondents had their own welldefined understanding of what enterprise social means to them, what these responses highlighted
is that employees using the social tools that organizations put in place actually have no common
understanding of what enterprise social is. This further suggests that employees may not have an
understanding of how it should be used within their organization.
While identifying the common themes between the interviews and the survey responses,
another dialogue I observed was how differently survey respondents talked about enterprise
social versus how the interviewees talked about enterprise social. Survey participants focused at
a high level on the idea of communication and collaboration in the workplace. In many instances
comments from survey respondents were general references to communication and collaboration
and respondents simply felt that enterprise social means that you are communicating and
collaborating with employees. One survey respondent felt that by using social you are “able to
communicate or interact with anyone at any time about any topic”. When asked what social was
one respondent stated, “Collaborative tools that aren’t email… tools that allow for
collaboration”. When asked what they liked best about social tools, one respondent said, “It
improves communication” and another survey participant responded, “You can collaborate and
share valuable information”. In parallel, another respondent felt that social was used as
“collaborative efforts to get work done and to help improve internal communications or cross-
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functional work”. Similarly B. Parsons stated, “Internal social is the way departments can
communicate in an open forum that has a perpetual conversation, rather than instant messaging
or Skype” (personal communication, September 1, 2017).
Although vague, communication and collaboration seemed to be consistently referenced,
but difficult for many to articulate. The general references towards improvement of
communication and collaboration could also imply that because there is not a clear and concise
understanding of what communication and collaboration means in the workplace, employees
have become adept at stating any newer communication channel helps to improve
communication and collaboration without being able to explain what improvement of
communication and collaboration even means. This theme reinforces the notion that employees
may not understand how to use enterprise social to collaborate and communicate with one
another effectively and how difficult it is for employees to discuss how to use social tools in the
workplace.
In order to define enterprise social, it was first important to articulate what
communication and collaboration means when it comes to enterprise social. By analyzing the
survey responses and interview notes, the results revealed four concepts of what communication
and collaboration means as it pertains to enterprise social:
1. Collaboration and communication occurs through the sharing of knowledge and
information.
2. Collaboration and communication of task and work management.
3. Collaboration and communication with teams and departments.
4. Collaboration and communication happens instantaneously.
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Collaboration and communication through sharing knowledge and information.
For some survey respondents, enterprise social was viewed as a way for employees to
communicate and collaborate by sharing information and knowledge. One survey respondent
said that social is great for “knowledge and information sharing such as new developments in a
particular expertise (knowledge) or need for project help (information)”. In conjunction another
respondent stated simply that social is “a tool anyone can access to share information and ideas”.
One respondent stated more formally that social is “a more collaborative environment to obtain
information that breaks the common barriers that have existed (to get to that tribal knowledge
better) through the use of social tools to elicit the information in a more interesting way.”
Moreover, these ideals were confirmed by R. Zonius who stated that:
[Enterprise social] allows for serendipitous knowledge to happen where we haven’t
predetermined who has the answer to the question that we have. The beauty of enterprise
social is that we can put something out into the universe and not know where the great
information or insight to the answer is going to come from as you cannot possibly know
who holds the key to that problem or opportunity that you are posing. (personal
communication, June 16, 2017)
By using enterprise social tools, employees are able to not only message and share their
knowledge and expertise, which otherwise may not have been shared, but other employees are
able to respond and gain that knowledge.
Collaboration and communication of task and work management. Survey
respondents also highlighted how enterprise social can support the collaboration and
communication of task and work activities. One respondent stated that in their organization
“social means that our group can work on a single resource collaboratively, such as task
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management or developing ideas in a message board”. While most survey respondents did not
specifically correlate enterprise social with daily work tasks or activities, this was a primary
theme during the interview process – using social to complete work activities. S. Holtz stated
that while “social tools and resources allow employees to share, collaborate, engage, and
socialize in support of business objectives, [enterprise social] needs to be woven into the
processes and work of the organization” (personal communication, June 16, 2017). By
individuals being able to communicate and collaborate on task and work activities, there is
greater transparency around the work being accomplished, which may help to limit redundancy
of work efforts. Further research may need to be conducted to determine if the use of enterprise
social tools actually does eliminate redundant work tasks and activities.
Collaborating and communicating with teams, departments, and organizations. The
use of social to communicate and collaborate with teams, departments, and organizations as a
whole was another concept that emerged from the survey responses. For example, one survey
respondent stated that,
[Enterprise social] is a common platform where users can be split into teams as well as
organization-wide communication methods. These methods might be for business use or
just to communicate with teams as a whole or for fun uses as well.
Similarly A. Sinickas had a client who had a recurring problem when teams for projects were
being developed (personal communication, June 16, 2017). The same employees were
consistently picked to be on every project team because the project managers knew they could
rely on them and they did not know who else to invite onto the team. According to Sinickas, by
developing an enterprise social platform to address this concern, employees were able to list
information about themselves on their profile—creating a larger pool of employees to choose
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from. This information included anything from the various industries they have worked for,
countries they have worked in, languages they speak, or any interests and special skills.
Ultimately what Sinickas and the organization found was that project managers could then
search employee profiles to find the right mix of employees to support the project as a whole.
Instantaneous collaboration and communication. Using social media in our personal
lives has increased the speed in which information, ideas, and knowledge is shared and has
sparked organizations to innovate and change the way they access information (Dunay, 2011).
One respondent felt that social not only offers a way for employees in an organization to
connect, but it is also “quick, easy, and almost instantaneous”. J. Crowley reinforced the idea
that enterprise social is a place where employees are able to collaborate and share information as
well as get to know each other better (personal communication, September 1, 2017). She stated
that enterprise social, while it is “a lot less formal than email, it is more in real-time than email.
Younger generations are used to using more real-time information”. As a result, this theme
highlights that employees are able to use enterprise social tools to communicate and collaborate
with one another more quickly than they would be able to with email, for example.
A definition for enterprise social. Because of the contrasting perspectives,
understandings, and beliefs of what enterprise social is, I felt it was important to develop a welldefined definition for what enterprise social means. Therefore, I developed the following
definition for enterprise social based on the common themes and viewpoints of the survey
respondents and interviewees.
Enterprise social provides a real-time collaborative space where internal teams and
departments in an organization are able to come together, make connections, and share
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ideas, information, and knowledge in an ongoing conversation that enables employees to
get work done that meets the goals and objectives of the business.
This definition will provide readers of this paper a common understanding of what enterprise
social means and will act as a guide in helping to answer the remaining research questions posed
in this thesis.
Research Question 2: Why are Companies Using Enterprise Social Tools as a New
Communication Channel?
To understand the impact enterprise social platforms have on organizations, it is
important to understand why an organization might choose to use an enterprise social tool as a
new communication channel in the first place. As indicated in earlier results, many survey
respondents have opposing viewpoints and diverse understandings of what enterprise social is.
Some of the survey respondent perspectives indicate that while social platforms provide an
opportunity for employees to interact, it has little to no value as a communication channel in the
workplace because it is often used for nonwork-related activities. For example and reiterating
one survey respondent who said,
Social implies lower formality, lower focus on productivity, less importance, and is more
casual than other workplace activities. When my employer adopted Workplace (a product
of Facebook), I was soundly against having my email inbox filled with notifications
about worthless "lite" posts that I would have to sift through to find important nuggets
that would and should normally be conveyed by email. Social means we are connecting
people into conversational communities. In the workplace, the intent is to establish bonds
and open lines of communication across interests rather than strict reporting relationships
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based on the org chart. I am all for collaboration and getting to know people beyond my
immediate sphere, but the "social" element has scary echoes of cat memes.
Additionally, one comment Sinickas made during her interview was that employees often
complain “that there are too many channels and [they] don’t know where to look and all we are
doing is throwing more channels out there”. These opposing perspectives indicate a lack of
common understanding of the role that enterprise social plays in organizations. This also
indicates employee resistance to adding new communication tools to organization channel
portfolios. This research question is designed to identify the underlying reasons why
organizations choose to use enterprise social tools as yet another mechanism of communication.
To answer this research question, it was important to first understand the current
environment of communication platforms in the workplace. Survey respondents were asked to
identify how their company communicates to its employees, which includes email, intranet,
flyers, internal news publications, and/or social and collaboration tools. This open-ended
question prompted a number of differing responses. I then organized the responses into highlevel categories (see Figure 6). As a result, 88% of respondents identified that they used email as
a mechanism for communication.
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Figure 6. Communication channels organizations use resulting from survey study. Survey
participants were asked to list the different communication channels their organization uses to
communicate with employees, establishing a view of the current environment of communication
platforms in the workplace.
Furthermore, only 14-16% of responses identified in-person and meetings, respectively,
as some ways their companies communicate. One assumption I had was that in-person
communication, meetings, and email would be listed by 100% of survey respondents as ways
their companies communicate. But in fact, in-person and meetings were listed as two of the least
common ways companies communicate. This suggests that survey respondents did not actually
list all of the ways their companies actually communicate, but rather listed what they felt were
the most prevalent forms of communication channels in their organization at the time of
completing the survey. These responses suggest and confirm that organizations have a number
of communication channels in place without explicit expectations on how those tools are used.
Because of this, employees are unable to easily recall or highlight what tools are in place to
communicate with and for what purpose.
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Figure 7. Devices employees use to access company information from survey study. Survey
participants were asked to identify the devices employees at their companies use to access
company information from survey study, establishing the technologies employees’ use that may
impact how employees interact or engage with organizational information.
Along with understanding how companies communicate to its employee base, I asked
survey respondents to share what type of devices they use to access their company’s information
and communication. While the majority of survey respondents access their information on their
laptop or desktop computer, almost half of the survey respondents access communications on a
mobile device, which suggests that the use of mobile applications and software will follow suit
(see Figure 7). An area of further research could be to understand the use of social platforms
from a mobile perspective and how that might differ from employees using their laptop or
desktop computer.
As a follow up to this survey question, I asked survey respondents what specific social
tools their organization uses and the results were, again, diverse (see Figure 8). SharePoint was
listed as the most common social platform, followed by Slack, email, and Yammer. One point of
contention this highlighted was what is actually considered a social platform. This data suggests
that for some, enterprise social platforms means collaboration tools and for others it means
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email. While there are social elements of SharePoint, it is considered a document storage Web
platform that allows for individuals to easily share and access information (Microsoft, 2017).
Email was another tool listed as a social tool by more than 15% of the respondents. Email,
standing for electronic message, has a particular purpose and is a tool that has longstanding
presence in organizational communication. Email is not a modern-day social tool, so this is yet
another example of differing viewpoints on what social channels are and are not and adds to the
confusion and misunderstanding of what enterprise social is and how it can be used in the
workplace. Further research needs to be conducted to examine the wide variety of
communication mechanisms used for internal communication and what each of these tools
should and should not be used for. This research will help to define how communication
channels are used in the workplace. Another theme I observed is the growing number of tools
used in organizations today.
Although 13% of respondents do not use enterprise social tools, the data concludes that
for the remaining respondents, their organizations do use varying types of software and the
number of these tools available are also on the rise (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Social tools organizations use resulting from survey study. Survey participants were
asked to identify the different social tools their organizations use. The data further indicates
another perspective of what social means and highlights the growing number of tools
organizations use to communicate and connect with employees.
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The growing list of these tools have been captured in a blog called All Things IC
(Internal Communications) by Rachel Miller (2017). In one area of her site, Miller lists and
maintains various internal enterprise social platforms and her list has grown to 25 different
internal social platforms, one of which is SharePoint. Survey and employee data, as well as the
increase in the amount of social tools available, brings us back again to the question of why there
is the frantic push for companies to implement a new communication mechanism when there
seems to mixed desires and understanding of these tools.
To help identify why organizations are implementing these new tools, I also asked
interviewees if they sense a frantic push for organizations to implement social capabilities. One
interviewee acknowledged that while the use of social within organizations is a growing trend,
there is also a contradiction that this is actually happening. On one hand, leaders believe that
enterprise social is an irrelevant activity where users can post what they had for lunch or
entertaining cat videos; on the other hand, these same leaders are hearing that by using enterprise
social they can better attract and retain younger generations (Holtz). Additionally, social tools
are now included in organizational software suites and technology leaders are not only seeing
these social tools as ‘new and shiny tools’ but they also want to make the most of their software
suite licensing (Parsons; Sinickas).
The result of this, however, is that more and more tools are added for employees to use,
but by using different tools for the same purpose, the use of each tool is weakened because
employees then start to question what tool to use and why they should use it (Parsons; Sinickas).
Through my research I have found organizations are implementing social tools in the
workplace but in many cases without clear expectations. Because of the confusion this has
caused, I question if there is a place for enterprise social in the workplace and if there is a
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consistent way to implement social to ensure it does not become a frivolous and confusing
activity for employees.
Research Question 3: How are Enterprise Social Tools Used in the Workplace?
For many organizations the use of enterprise social tools is already in motion and, while
there seems to be a rapid push from organizations to implement social tools in the workplace,
there does not seem to be a cohesive understanding of how organizations can effectively use
these tools and what social tools should be used for. To answer this research question, I explored
key capabilities that come with social platforms to help understand how organizations are using
enterprise social tools in the workplace. By looking at how organizations use these tools, I also
gathered additional insight into why organizations are implementing social tools.
I examined what capabilities are being used in order to understand how these tools are
used, the type of content they are sharing with these tools, and statistics that describe why
enterprise social tools might be different than other communication channels. Functions of an
enterprise social platform may include capabilities such as microblogging, tagging, adding links
and images, search capabilities, subscription options, profiles, document sharing, and more.
Through the data collection process, I looked at how two companies use an enterprise social tool
in their workplace and identified the differences between those two use cases. Data from this
analysis is further supported by survey and interview data to help understand how companies use
social tools in the workplace.
The data derived from monitoring the two social channels showed the difference between
how Grazing Co. employed Slack versus how Senility employed Slack. In a three-month time
frame, Senility posted a total of 727 posts, averaging 61 posts per work week (see Figure 9).
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During the same time frame, Grazing Co. posted a total of 75 posts, averaging five posts per
work week (see Figure 9). To evaluate how each company was using their channel, I coded each
post into a predefined work-related or nonwork-related category (see Figure 10).
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Figure 9. Number of posts published to enterprise social channels. Compares posts by Grazing
Co. and Senility on their enterprise social channel during a three month period.
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Figure 10. Predefined work-related or nonwork-related category titles. Distinguishes the
categories used to classify each post. Each post was coded with a category title, which was then
subcategorized into work-related or nonwork-related. Categories were defined by the author.
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During the three-month time frame I followed Senility, there were 10 to 14 employees
who actively participated on the Senility company channel. Over the course of those three
months some employees left and others were added, which caused the total number of
participants to fluctuate based on their role with the Senility channel. As we can see from the
Senility posts, 18% of posts related to individual task updates, 11% of posts related to meeting
updates, 31% of posts related to identification and resolution of problems, and 16% of posts
related to requests for additional information from their coworkers to complete work tasks (see
Figure 11). Of the 727 total posts, 85% of those posts were related to work activities, functions,
or topics. Only 15% of their posts were nonwork-related, as shown in light gray.
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Figure 11. Breakdown of messages into categories for Senility. Illustrates the total percentage
of messages for each category that Senility posted within a three month time frame. The dark
gray sections indicate posts related to work activities. The light gray sections illustrate posts that
were not related to work activities.
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Figure 12. Breakdown of messages into categories for Grazing Co. Illustrates the total
percentages of messages for each category that Grazing Co. posted in a three month time frame.
Dark gray sections indicate the posts related to work activities. Light gray sections indicate the
posts that were not related to work activities.
During the three-month time frame I followed Grazing Co., there were approximately
100 members on the channel, although only 21 employees participated at least once during that
time frame. As we can see from the Grazing Co. posts, 13% of posts related to organization
updates and 23% related to their company’s product (see Figure 12). Of the 75 total posts that
occurred for Grazing Co., only 43% of the posts were identified as being related to specific work
tasks, functions, or topics (see Figure 12). Subsequently, 57% of their posts were identified as
being nonwork-related, shown in light gray (see Figure 12). Moreover in comparing the results
of the total posts, Senility posted almost 10 times the number of posts as Grazing Co., and were
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also almost twice as likely to use the social channel for work-related tasks, functions or topics.
This data suggests that enterprise social channels are used more frequently when the use of that
channel is directly tied to a work activity, function, or topic.

News (including announcements)
Events
Providing information about organizational culture, values,
and other business drivers
Sharing documents
Finding or contacting people
Providing information about organizational objectives and
other performance metrics
Meetings

Market/industry information (external to your company)
Entertainment (non -work related)
HR information/ benefits
New employee information
Tasks Updates
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Figure 13. Content that organizations post to social channels resulting from survey study.
Illustrates the response from survey participants when asked to indicate the types of information,
content, or ways their company uses its enterprise social tool(s); establishing how organizations
are using social channels.
I asked survey respondents how they currently use the enterprise social platform(s) their
company has in place and to hear from their perspective how they think their company is
adapting enterprise social. Over 70% of survey respondents stated that their company primarily
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uses their social tools to share general news announcements or information about events (see
Figure 13). Only 40% of survey respondents stated that their company uses enterprise social as a
way for teams to provide updates on tasks (see Figure 13). These statistics, again, highlight the
contrast between how organizations think they are using enterprise social and how employees are
actually using it.
Another area of the organization where enterprise social can prove to be beneficial is as a
replacement to email. According to Holtz, the use of enterprise social can reduce the amount of
back and forth email chains that occur on a daily basis. In one Senility post, an employee
requested information from a coworker. In 13 minutes, 19 posts occurred during that time. If
that were an email chain to the entire team, each team member would have to deal with 20
separate email messages in their inbox.
In another Senility example, an employee identified a problem to the team. In a 14minute time span, 24 posts occurred during that time. This particular discussion generated
additional individual tasks, provided updates to the entire group, and then closed with a
resolution of the particular problem. That conversation was available for the whole team to
review and stay abreast of the work that was happening without having to be burdened by 25
emails traveling back and forth. Of Senility’s 727 total posts there were only 146 exchanges or
conversations that took place. Therefore, on average, five of the posts were related to the same
content or topic. Of the 75 total posts for Grazing Co., there were 42 exchanges that occurred,
resulting in one to two replies happening for each post. This data further reinforces the positive
implications that enterprise social has including: (a) it replaces emails and limit the amount of
email chains generated; (b) it increases the speed information is shared and responded to; and (c)
it creates an environment where information is visible to employees it impacts.
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I also tracked the time of day each post was published to track posting trends occurring
during the work day.
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Figure 14. Comparison of time of day messages were posted on social channels. Illustrates the
time of day posts were published in order to track and compare posting trends for Senility and
Grazing Co. Exact time of day was captured for a post and then assigned to a time frame. For
example, if a message was posted at 7:54 a.m., it fell between 7:00 a.m. and 7:50 a.m., and was
posted at the 7:00 mark. Percentage of posts correlate to those time frames.
This data supports and aligns with an analysis by VMware and correlates with the most
productive times of the day to when employees theoretically should access their enterprise social
network(s) (Speagle, 2015).
1. First thing in the morning, employees should log onto their enterprise social network
and check in with their team(s).
2. Halfway through the day, employees should post updates on projects underway or
tasks completed.
3. In the early afternoon, when employees might be slightly drained, they should
brainstorm a problem or issue at hand to spark activity in other employees.
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4. During the middle of the afternoon, employees should take time to collaborate and
socialize with other areas of the organization on their enterprise social platform.
5. At the end of a work day when employees have the least energy, they should check in
one final time to see what has been completed and provide any updates.
By overlaying the times of day that are most productive for employees to engage with
their enterprise social platforms, this article seems to highlight and coincide with the high post
peaks for each company. Both companies see a spike right away in the morning suggesting that
employees are checking in on their social feed (see Figure 14). Late morning, there is a slight
decline of posts by Senility, which suggests that employees had been monitoring their feed fairly
closely between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m (see Figure 14). The second half of the day there is a
dramatic spike for both companies (see Figure 14). This suggests employees are checking in
after lunch to provide an update or to spark energy in the afternoon lull. However, after their
initial peak the social use by Senility declines, whereas posts for Grazing Co. increased during
the afternoon. Speagle (2015) highlighted these times of the day as providing more employee
productivity on enterprise social. I then compared this concept by Speagle with the results where
85% of the posts by Senility were related to work activities and only 43% of posts by Grazing
Co. were related to work activities (see Figure 11 and Figure 12). What this data suggests is that
because the post peaks for Senility align with the times of day highlighted in Speagle’s article
and because a larger percentage of their posts were related to work activities, Senility may be
using their social channel more productively than Grazing Co.
Comparison of social capabilities between two companies. After monitoring the Slack
data channels for Grazing Co. and Senility to determine how they use these tools in general, I
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then compared how these two companies used the different social capabilities that Slack offers.
These capabilities included the following functions:
•

Replying to an individual thread or message

•

Using @mention

•

Using emoji in messages

•

Reacting to a message

•

Identifying the average number of characters per message

•

Sharing of documents and sizes of documents published

Replying to an individual thread or message. Within a number of different social
channels, one core function is the ability to reply to a specific thread or conversation. The value
of this is conversations can be linked to the original post rather than posted later in a channel,
which would not be directly linked to the original post. Additionally, according to the Slack
Help Center (2017a), “threads let you respond directly to a message in a channel, keeping the
replies organized neatly in a single, threaded conversation”. This allows users to ask for further
information or clarification without disrupting the rest of the conversation stream.
As evidenced in the data, 44% of the posts published by Grazing Co. showed employees
replied directly to a single post, whereas only 3% of the posts by Senility were replies directly to
a single post (see Figure 15). Previously I identified that of the 727 total posts for Senility, there
were only 146 exchanges or conversations that took place. Rather than using the function to
directly reply to a post, employees were 5 times more likely to respond by creating a new post.
This caused an entirely separate post to take place, disrupting the flow of conversation as well as
dispersing the topic. While this did not seem to impact Senility during the time I monitored their
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social feed, replying directly to a message or within a thread is best practice to contain messages
together allowing for a cleaner, more structured social channel.
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Grazing Co.

Figure 15. Comparison of reply behavior on social channels. Illustrates how often employees
from Senility and Grazing Co. reply directly to an individual message, or a thread, rather than
responding to the message by creating a new, separate post and then comparing those results.
Using @mention functionality. Within social platforms the use of the ‘@’ symbol is a
way to tag individuals or groups. This feature is used to target your message to a specific user or
group. By using this symbol, depending on the settings each user has enabled, the user would
receive a notification of some kind that they have a message. There are a variety of notifications
a user may receive, including an email alert, mobile notification, or an alert directly to the
computer. This is especially valuable in the current environment of enterprise social because if
an employee isn’t following a certain channel or group, if they are @mentioned and receive a
notification, it will encourage them to go out and participate in the conversation. If you are
@mentioned in a Slack post, that post will then be listed in your activity feed (see Figure 19).
To understand the use of this social capability, I tracked how Senility and Grazing Co.
each used this feature, which was very similar between both organizations. For Senility, 17% of
their total posts during the three-month time frame included the @mention functionality and of
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those posts, 90% of posts were targeted to one or more specific individuals and 11% of posts
were @mentioned to a group (see Figure 16). For Grazing Co., 12% of their total posts included
the @mention functionality targeted only to specific users; no posts included @mentions to a
designated group (see Figure 16). An assumption of this data is Senility and Grazing Co. both
would have acquired more interaction with posts that incorporated an @mention versus posts
that did not incorporate an @mention. This could be considered for further research in order to
understand if there is more, less, or indifferent interaction and engagement with posts that use
@mention versus posts that do not use the @mention functionality.
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Figure 16. Comparison of @mention behavior on social channels. Illustrates the total number of
posts for Senility and Grazing Co. that included an @mention to either an individual(s) or to the
group, then comparing those results.
Using emoji in messages. Emoticons and emoji are commonly used in the realm of
social media outside organizational communication. And while at one time the use of a ☺
(smiley face emoticon) within a company document was frowned upon, these capabilities are
commonly incorporated in enterprise social tools today to help enhance and give emotion to
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electronic messages. Even within Slack there are not only a number of different emoji that may
be used, but also different ways they can be used (Slack Help Center, 2017b).
•

In a message you are able to choose an emoji from the Slack emoji menu (see Figure
17).

•

In the message post box a user can type “:” and begin typing the first few letters of
the emoji they want to use, which directly links to an emoji code.

•

Users can create their own custom emoji codes within Slack so the codes are easier to
remember.

•

Users have an option of selecting different skin tone colors from the emoji menu.

•

Apple, Google, Twitter, and Emoji One all offer slightly different variations of emoji
styles and within Slack users can select the style they most prefer.

•

Slack also allows the users to have standard emoticon text automatically transform
into an emoji or users can opt to turn that feature off and continue to use emoticons.
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Figure 17. Screenshot of the Slack emoji menu. Depicts a menu of emoji that individuals can
use to react to a post or express themselves. This screenshot was captured from a Slack channel
and is a common feature available in other social tools.
As expected, Senility and Grazing Co. both incorporated emoji in their social posts,
though the percentages were relatively low; only 5% of posts for Senility and 4% of posts for
Grazing Co. (see Figure 18). This data suggests that while the capabilities and functions for
emoji are available, they are not as highly used within enterprise social tools as they are within
personal social media channels. One area of further research would be to evaluate the use of
emoji on a personal social platform like Twitter or Facebook and compare the data to how often
emoji are used within organizations to see if the trends are in fact similar or disparate.
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Figure 18. Comparison of emoji use on social channels. Illustrates and compares the total
number of posts for Senility and Grazing Co. that include at least one emoji per post.
Reacting to a message. Instead of leaving a traditional reply or post on a message or
thread, Slack users also have the option to “react” to a post using what Slack calls an “emoji
reaction”. An emoji reaction allows employees to respond to a post without having to physically
write anything. This way they are able to react to the message, whether they are showing
emotion, confirming a task item, or for pure entertainment (Slack Help Center, 2017b). Within
the Slack activity (@) portal, employees have the option to select the @ symbol and the activity
feed will show all mentions and reactions that pertain to them personally in that section (see
Figure 19). The results indicated that Grazing Co. was 30 times more likely to have a post
reacted to in this way than Senility (see Figure 20).
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Figure 19. Screenshot of Slack activity panel. Depicts a portal included with Slack that
summarizes activities including @mentions and reactions. The portal only shows activity that
pertains to the individual logged into the social channel.
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Figure 20. Comparison of reaction behavior on social channels. Illustrates the total number of
posts for Senility and Grazing Co. where a reaction took place. When reacting to a post, users
can select an emoji as a way to respond to a message without having to provide a written reply to
the post.
This discrepancy can be linked back to the data collected on replying to individual
threads where Senility was more likely to respond with a new post rather than reacting or
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commenting on an individual thread (see Figure 15). Therefore, reacting to a post follows
similar guidance to replying to a thread. Whether it is a written comment or an emoji reaction, it
is still contained neatly within that threaded conversation. One example of this occurred on the
Senility channel where a comment was made by one employee. Rather than reacting to that
specific post, a few hours later another employee sent a ‘thumbs up’ emoji. Because other posts
fell between, it was difficult to discern what post the ‘thumbs up’ was targeted to. By
incorporating best practices on posting or reacting to messages, employees could be more
efficient with their posts on their social channel.
An additional perspective on reactions is the number of unique emoji that could be
incorporated. According to the Slack Help Center (2017b), one user could generate 23 emoji
reactions to one message. Messages can also have up to 50 different emoji icons. Within one
post by Grazing Co. employees reacted with just seven different, unique emoji. Ultimately
employees could have added 43 other unique emoji (see Figure 21).
These seven emoji translated to tada, thumbs up (twice), rock on (twice with different
skin tone colors), camera with flash, unicorn face, and weight lifter. Therefore, rather than
typing out a written expression of some kind, employees were able to quickly react without
taking up additional space with words. This is an important fact according to Holtz, who has
found that the use of emoji is the way people are communicating in today’s world because you
can say more, say it fast, and in less space.
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8:58AM

uploaded and commented on this image

hooting
recipes yesterday in the kitchen studio!! So awesome to be
able to do this kind of work at

Figure 21. Screenshot of a post showing emoji reactions used. Depicts a post by Grazing Co.
where employees reacted to a photo using different emoji. Identifying elements have been
purposefully blurred to protect the anonymity of the company.
Identifying the average number of characters per message. One important use of social
tools is the ability to provide a quick message without the formality of blogging, sending an
email, or even sending a written memo. With social media tools (e.g. Twitter or Facebook),
character limits are either required or suggested. For example, Twitter limits messages to 140
characters, while Facebook allows over 63,000 characters. Jackson (2017) reports that Facebook
updates should actually be between 40 and 80 characters, which will lead to 86% engagement
with readers. Therefore, one data point I tracked while monitoring the two social feeds was total
number of characters per post.
The number of characters per post for Senility and Grazing Co. ranged from zero to 1,172
characters and zero to 430 characters, respectively. Posts with zero characters included images
or documents without text. While Senility’s highest character post by an employee was almost
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triple of the highest character post for a Grazing, Co. employee, I found that Senility’s average
number of characters per post was only 57, while Grazing Co. averaged just over 100 characters
per post (see Figure 22). This data suggests that Senility posts would have more interaction by
employees because the average number of characters per post was less than 100. One area for
further research is to examine the appropriate character length guide for enterprise social tools to
identify if more engagement and interaction occurs with the use of fewer characters.
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Figure 22. Comparison of characters per post on social channels. Illustrates and compares the
average number of characters per post for Senility and Grazing Co. to capture trends in lengths
of posts.
Sharing of documents and sizes of documents published. Earlier I identified a theme
where employees generally felt that enterprise social tools can improve communication and
collaboration even when survey respondents either did not or were not able to clarify in detail
what communication or collaboration means. When defining enterprise social, two important
themes came to light, collaboration through sharing information and the increase of speed in
which ideas, knowledge, and information can be shared. Enterprise social platforms, such as
Slack, make it even easier for employees to share files that are available to an entire channel
where they can access, comment, and collaborate. To understand how organizations might be
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using this feature, I tracked the number of documents Senility and Grazing Co. shared within
their channels, the file type of documents they posted, and the overall average size of each
document. I found that 117 (16%) of the posts by Senility employees included a document of
some kind. Of those 117 posts, 77% of posts were related to work activities (see Figure 23).
Grazing Co. posted 40 posts (53%) on their Slack channel with an attached document of some
kind, of which 50% of those posts were related to work activities (see Figure 23).

Senility

Grazing Co.

Figure 23. Comparison of documents used on social channels. Illustrates and compares the total
number of posts for Senility and Grazing Co. when documents were shared. Of those posts that
included documents, an additional statistic depicts which of those posts were work-related in
order to understand how companies use a file sharing feature within a social channel.
For each document posted in a message, I then categorized the file types of the
documents, attachments, or links each company shared (see Figure 24). Document file types
included presentations, GIFs, images, links, videos, PDFs, Photoshop files, and zip files. For
both companies the results overwhelmingly indicated that images were the most popular form of
documents incorporated in posts for Senility and Grazing Co. at 62% and 73%, respectively.
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While links are not considered a document, links were included in this data collection because
they linked to additional information outside of the post. Of the 117 posts by Senility, 26% of
these posts included links and of the 40 posts by Grazing Co., 35% of these posts included links.
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Figure 24. Comparison of document types on social channels. Illustrates and compares how
often Senility and Grazing Co. use different types of documents in their posts to identify trends
in document file type. Dark gray relates to posts by Senility and light gray relates to posts by
Grazing Co.
Over the course of three months, Senility used each of the identified types of documents
at least once in their posts (see Figure 25), whereas Grazing Co. only used three types of
documents including images, links, and GIFs (see Figure 26). This data relates to the way each
company uses Slack within their organization based on the content coding and how the content
correlates to work-related activities. The goal for the Senility channel was to develop a team that
was responsible for working on a company project. As shown earlier, 85% of posts on the
Senility channel were related to work topics including request for information, referencing the
project team’s product, problem and corresponding resolution, updates on meetings, and
individual task updates (see Figure 11). This indicated that Senility used Slack primarily for
daily work activities, a fact further supported by the collaboration data collected and shown in
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this section. Senility demonstrated they were more likely to use a variety of different file types
based on the work activity or function in discussion.
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Links _ _ __
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Image (JPEG, PNG)
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Figure 25. Breakdown of document types for Senility. Illustrates the total percentage of
document file types shared in a three-month period by Senility to evaluate the variety of file
types shared and correlate to the use of the social channel.
In comparison, the goal for the Grazing Co. channel was to create an area where the
organizational marketing team could post team-wide communications and announcements. As
shown earlier, only 43% of posts on the Grazing Co. channel were related to work topics
including organization update and product reference (see Figure 12). Therefore, the type of
content and information shared on this channel suggests that this channel was geared for social
connections and relationship building. The data collected supports the theory that because
Grazing Co. was a social-driven channel, their channel included more images and links than
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Senility and used no other forms of work-related documents such as presentation files, zip files,
or PDFs.
Zip File
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Figure 26. Breakdown of document types for Grazing Co. Illustrates the total percentage of
document file types shared in a three-month period by Grazing Co. to evaluate the variety of file
types shared and correlate to the use of the social channel.
Lastly, one additional data point I tracked for both Senility and Grazing Co. were the
sizes of each document to determine the average size of a posted document. This is an important
data point to monitor for two reasons—because of file storage and cost implications this could
have for companies and the impact it could have on how organizations use file sharing features
within a social channel or if they opt to use file sharing with a different mechanism that might be
more cost effective. Document size for Senility ranged from 3 kilobytes (KB) to 8 megabytes
(MB) with an average of 403 KB for the 117 documents they posted during the three months (see
Figure 27). Document size for Grazing Co. ranged from .02 KB to 5 MB, with an average size
of 1423 KB for the 40 documents they posted during the three months (see Figure 27).
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Figure 27. Comparison of document size for social channels. Illustrates and compares the
average size of documents shared for Senility and Grazing Co. because of file storage and cost
implications associated with file sharing.
For Slack there are four levels of storage available depending on the plan a company
subscribes to. According to the Slack Help Center (2017c), there is a free plan, which offers up
to 5 gigabytes (GB) of total file storage for the entire Slack workspace; a standard plan that
offers 10 GB per user; a plus plan that offers 20 GB per member; and a Slack enterprise plan,
which offers 1,000 GB per member and is capped at 1 terabyte (TB) of data.
This data offers two areas for further research. One area of research is to evaluate the
costs associated with document storage for organizations and how data and information is stored
within enterprise social platforms. A secondary area of research would be to evaluate the
implications for sharing company information on enterprise social sites. As enterprise social
sites are cloud-based platforms developed by third parties, this presents security concerns for
many organizations.
Correlation of grammar, jargon, and swearing to informality. One value that social
media offers is that it is perceived as being less formal than other modes of communication
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(Crowley). This is valuable because informal modes of communication allows information to be
shared more freely across an organization than more formal channels. In reviewing the more
than 800 posts documented from Senility and Grazing Co., I captured three additional data points
including the use of abbreviations or jargon, if posts were grammatically incorrect, and if any
swearing was used, to correlate and compare to the survey respondent claims that enterprise
social is an informal tool. The results displayed that 73% of Senility’s 727 posts were
grammatically incorrect and in comparison just 39% of Grazing Co. posts were grammatically
incorrect (see Figure 28). Both Senility and Grazing Co. used some abbreviation or jargon in
their posts, but it was limited to 4% and 6%, respectively (see Figure 28).
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Figure 28. Comparison of grammar, jargon, and swearing data points. Illustrates and compares
three additional data points for Grazing Co. and Senility including abbreviations or jargon used,
if posts were grammatically incorrect, and if swearing was used. This data was captured to
correlate results to survey study comments on informality of enterprise social.
And lastly, while swearing at work is deemed distasteful and is considered harassment if
an employee takes offense to the language or the language is used to bully, the views of swearing
in the workplace are shifting. Huppke (2017) reported that 70% of millennials swear in the
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workplace and it is also a way for employees to easily convey feelings and ideas. While there
were no posts by Grazing Co. that include swearing, Senility had seven posts, a mere 1%, where
the employee swore in their post (see Figure 28). Given the results of this data, it may suggest
that using enterprise social is indeed more informal than other communication mechanisms.
An area for further research could be conducted to understand and evaluate the
informality of enterprise social tools in comparison to other communication channels that
companies and employees use to communicate and collaborate.
Research Question 4: What Makes Enterprise Social Successful?
As alluded to earlier, organizations are finding valuable reasons to bring enterprise social
platforms into the workplace. The research has shown areas where enterprise social fits within
an organization; however, the question still remains on how companies can integrate enterprise
social channels successfully.
Table 1
Comparison of Data Points Captured During Data Collection
Senility

Grazing Co.

•

10-14 Employees

•

More than 100 Employees

•

727 posts in three months

•

75 posts in three months

•

85% of posts related to work activities

•

43% of posts related to work activities

•

3% of posts replied directly to a thread

•

44% of posts replied directly to a thread

•

1% of posts included a reaction

•

32% of posts included a reaction

•

117 posts included documents

•

40 posts included documents

•

77% of 117 posts were work-related

•

50% of 40 posts were work-related

•

Average size of document 403KB

•

Average size of document 1,423KB
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Before answering this question, it is important to first establish what ‘social success’
means by evaluating and analyzing successful traits from both Senility and Grazing Co and
capturing common themes from survey and interview data. Table 1 indicates the key data results
captured during the data collection process for Senility and Grazing Co in order to answer the
third research question.
One recurring theme throughout the interview and survey data was the importance of
using enterprise social for specific tasks, teams, or projects. As seen between Senility and
Grazing Co., each team used their social channel very differently. Senility formed a small
channel with 10-14 employees with a targeted goal of working on a new product for the
company. Grazing Co., on the other hand, developed a channel with more than 100 members
across multiple departments for team-wide announcements and communications. But as the data
showed, less than half of Grazing Co. posts were related to work functions, processes, or
business goals and objectives, while 85% of Senility’s posts were related to work activities. This
data shows that Senility’s social channel encompassed more interaction and engagement with
employees than the Grazing Co. posts. This data suggests that Senility was able to provide more
value because their channel was geared towards achieving work-related activities. By targeting
social channels to solve a problem, organizations can acquire valuable outcomes for the business.
Because Senility experienced greater interaction with employees (nearly 10 times more total
posts than Grazing Co.), 85% of their posts were work-related. As a result, when it comes to
social team development and activity related to work, Senility was more successful.
Senility portrayed this same behavior when including or posting documents to their social
channel. For Senility 117 of their posts included documents, 77% of which were work-related,
and had an average size of 403KB. Similar to previous results, because their documents were
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more likely to be work-related they were maintaining added value to the company. Moreover,
because the average size of the documents were smaller, they also had a smaller impact on
storage, which in the long-term, if not managed can lead to significant cost implications. For
Grazing Co. 40 of their posts included a document, 50% of which were work-related, with an
average size of 1,423KB. In comparison to Senility, Grazing Co. was again less likely to publish
documents related to work activity and the average size of their documents were more than three
times the size of Senility’s. This would suggest that nonwork-related documents are being
shared and stored within the company system, thus mitigating their value. In this case, Senility’s
use and of documents seem to suggest a successful use of the document sharing feature.
Two additional success traits to consider are how each company used enterprise social
features, such as replying directly to a thread and reacting to a post. As the data showed, Senility
employees only replied to a thread for 3% of their posts, while Grazing Co. used this feature for
more than 40% of their posts. As referenced earlier, by using the reply to thread feature, it
contains messages more neatly within the social channel allowing employees to easily see all of
the posts associated with the thread. While this did not seem to impact Senility during the three
months I monitored their social feed, it is a feature that could prove to be useful in the future.
Therefore, based on the consistent use of replying to a thread, the Grazing Co. channel was more
successful in using this feature than Senility. This same behavior was replicated when using the
reaction feature. Senility only used this feature on 1% of their posts, while Grazing Co. was 30
times more likely to use this feature. Reactions allow for quick commentary and interaction
without having to write a response, still allowing employees to express themselves in an even
much smaller space. This was another trait that Grazing Co. excelled at and highlighted a
successful use of incorporating reactions into their posts.
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Because it is often difficult getting employees to properly use and become familiar with
enterprise social platforms, champions (who are proponents for social channels) and other
support mechanisms are necessary to remind employees the platform is there and how to use it
most effectively. This is evidenced in the Slack data that was captured in evaluating how often
each employee posted to their designated Slack channel. Of the 75 posts by Grazing Co. during
the three-month time frame, only 19% of the total 101 Slack members posted at least once (see
Figure 29).
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Of those individuals at Grazing Co., only one employee, who was also considered the
Slack champion, posted more than 10 times. On the other hand, of the 727 posts by Senility,
100% of the employees posted at least once during the three-month time frame (see Figure 29).
Furthermore, 50% of employees at Senility posted at least 10 times during those three months;
the majority of those employees posting well over 50 posts each during that time (see Figure 29).
After comparing the outcomes on how many employees posted and how often employees posted,
this data suggests that Senility was more successful in implementing and championing their
enterprise social platform.
The information gained from these results not only highlights how organizations might
best use enterprise social tools across their organizations but also exemplifies concerns
organizations may face. It is again clear that there is not a common understanding of what
enterprise social is and as a result organizations use enterprise social in different ways.
Enterprise social may provide an opportunity where organizations can use the different
perspectives generated from these results to designate a social champion and establish their
overall strategy to promote and implement social within their organizations.
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Chapter V: Conclusions and Implications
For over a hundred years advancements in technology have had profound impacts on our
personal and professional lives in the way we communicate with one another. And as
technology continues to evolve, new communication innovations will continue to overlap from
our personal lives into the workplace. To positively impact organizational life, receive and
distribute information quickly, build relationships and trust between coworkers, and increase
employee engagement and productivity, organizations must be attentive to proper
implementation of these new technologies. As we have seen in this paper, enterprise social tools
are just another communication innovation that has made its way into companies today.
Other studies and research expounding on the use of social media within organizations
seems to focus solely on the benefits that social media capabilities can provide—thus explaining
why organizations want to use social tools in the workplace. These benefits are the selling points
internal social vendors use to entice organizations to acquire their products and is where current
research is focused. The current research, however, fails to explore and examine how
organizations can successfully implement enterprise social in their own workplace.
Summary of the Problem
While companies are implementing new social platforms as a form of communication to
connect and engage with employees, they are doing so with little research into the social
structures and strategies for implementing these technologies into company practices. The lack
of a strategic adoption plan suggests that organizations and communication professionals have
little support and in-depth knowledge of enterprise social and how to integrate enterprise social
successfully within the organization. While some software companies who develop and market
internal social platforms do provide guidance on how to implement their social tool within the
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workplace, it is noted that along with the lack of adoption processes and the differing opinions
regarding enterprise social, this suggests additional research and study needs to be provided to
assist communication professionals and organizations with implementing enterprise social tools
successfully. Therefore in an effort to provide research and study, this project answered the
following four primary research questions:
1. How is enterprise social defined by curators and employees who manage and use
those tools?
2. Why are companies using enterprise social tools as a new communication channel?
3. How are employees using enterprise social tools in the workplace?
4. How do companies successfully implement enterprise social tools into the workplace?
Implications
After answering the four research questions, what resulted was a greater understanding of
enterprise social in the work place and the development of a high-level framework for
organizations on how to successfully implement enterprise social tools.
The discrepancy in defining enterprise social. If one were to do a general internet
search for a definition of enterprise social, Google would come back with nearly three million
results. So while there is no shortage of definitions pertaining to enterprise social, the results
from this research found that even with these definitions available there is a disconnect between
what enterprise social is from the perspective of curators who manage enterprise social tools and
from employees who are asked to use those same tools. In looking at the definition by Leonardi
et al. (2013), enterprise social media is defined as:
“Web-based platforms that allow workers to 1) communicate messages with specific
coworkers or broadcast messages to everyone in the organization; 2) explicitly indicate
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or implicitly reveal particular coworkers as communication partners; 3) post, edit, and
sort text and files linked to themselves or others; and 4) view the messages, connections,
text, and files communicated, posted, edited, and sorted by anyone else in the
organization at any time of their choosing” (p. 2).
In comparison, the definition derived during this research stated enterprise social as:
Enterprise social provides a real-time collaborative space where internal teams and
departments in an organization can connect and share ideas, information, and knowledge
in an ongoing conversation enabling employees to get work done that meets the goals
and objectives of the business.
The similarities between just these two definitions highlight common themes of internal
communication between employees and “internal partners” (departments and teams) and the
timing of communications. But the distinct difference from the definition developed for the
purpose of this research in comparison to the definition by Leonardi et al, is the concept of using
enterprise social for work tasks. This small, yet distinct, difference highlights the opposing
viewpoints that were identified during this research. One perspective suggested that while
enterprise social creates a virtual place for employees to interact, it was not generally used to
focus on work-related activities. Whereas the second viewpoint suggested enterprise social
allowed employees to connect, share knowledge, and work together. In fact this research
showed that 27% of individuals surveyed felt enterprise social was an informal way to
communicate with one another and not work related, while the other 53% felt it was a way for
employees to quickly and easily share knowledge (see Figure 5). What this disconnect suggests
is when we take tools that we use in our personal lives and incorporate those capabilities into the
workplace, it is difficult for most to differentiate how that tool or capability is used in a personal
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environment versus how a tool or capability is used in a workplace setting. This leads to the
problem at hand where there is no common understanding of what enterprise social means to
employees and organizations and how it should be used within their own workplace—as it varies
from company to company. Therefore it is prudent for organizations to clearly define what
enterprise social means and for employees to understand the role that enterprise social plays
within their organization.
Why enterprise social is working its way into the workplace. Organizations
implement a number of tools and tactics, not just communication tools but other software as
well, for organizational use to complete work more efficiently—usually to help solve a problem
or fill a gap or to help fulfill business goals and objectives. As the assessment of organizational
communication tools in the literature review showed, there are gaps in current tools that
employees desire. Enterprise social has the desired capabilities that can help to fill those
communication gaps because workplace communications are no longer one-way, push
communications. Enterprise social allows knowledge and information to not only be transparent
and visible, but it allows for individual and team voices to be heard and for work tasks and
information to be completed and shared instantaneously. Unfortunately as the results from this
study indicate, employees are lacking in training and feel overwhelmed with the number of tools
they are asked to use. That, along with the varied definitions of what enterprise social is and
how it should be used, causes organizations and employees to see little to no value for enterprise
social as a new communication channel. According to Holtz, executives often see enterprise
social as irrelevant, but because they hear lip service that social can help with retention and
provide more productivity for employees and because social tools are being implemented with
and into other software suites, executives feel they are making the most of their tools by
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implementing social without investing due diligence and evaluating how to implement enterprise
social successfully. When employees begin using different tools for the same purpose, the use of
those tools becomes weakened and confusion starts to build for employees and they question
what they should be using and when and where they need to access information to do their jobs.
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Figure 30. Survey study results of the impact of enterprise social on productivity. Survey
participants were asked how they felt social and collaboration tools impact employee
productivity at work.
One opinion captured during the survey study was on employee productivity. Survey
respondents were asked if internal social or collaboration tools for work-related activities have a
high impact on employee productivity at their companies. The results showed that 71% of
respondents felt that social or collaboration tools have at least some productivity gain when used
for work-related activities (see Figure 30). Two of the responses highlighted how productivity
could be gained through enterprise social. One respondent stated, “I have seen internal social
platforms like Slack work well with reducing email chains, getting quick feedback, and decisions
discussed informally to prevent long meetings for the same purpose”. Another respondent
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agreed by stating, “We use slack for our internal team. It is highly effective when it comes to
fast messaging and definitely easier than group emails. It is important that everyone accepts the
tool before using it fully within a team structure”.
But while a larger number of survey respondents felt that productivity could be gained,
there seemed to be a discrepancy between the productivity gain and the comments generated
from this question. This discrepancy and conflict may stem from those employees who do not
have a clear understanding of enterprise social, communication, and collaboration. Without that
common understanding, employees would not be able to understand how increased productivity
could be accomplished. One survey respondent stated,
We have an internal Facebook group where we share marketing inspiration. I often feel
this is too closely connected to my personal life social usage. I get burnt out from
notifications from this group 24-7. I feel better when I can fully disconnect my personal
social and work social life. I do not have a personal slack channel, so using this tool to
share inspiration is more useful for me. I can turn it on when I get to work and shut it off
when I leave work.
Another survey respondent stated that “most of my team works in another location and I wish we
were all in the same place. Nothing replaces being there”. These comments suggest that for
organizations to implement social in a successful manner, employees need to be able to discern
the value of the social tool, understand the productivity it can provide so they are more likely to
use it, and use it properly.
Survey respondents were also asked if they felt the use of social tools improves
communications within the organization. The results of this question further highlighted the
deviations I have discovered in each of the preceding research questions. More than 60% of
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respondents said yes, enterprise social tools do improve communications within the organization
because it improves the speed of communication and connection no matter where employees are
(see Figure 31).
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Figure 31. Survey study results on the impact of enterprise social on communication. Survey
participants were asked if they felt there was an impact of enterprise social on communication at
their organization.
While 14% of respondents either do not use social tools or have not used them enough,
10% of survey respondents were adamant that social tools do not improve communication (see
Figure 31). One respondent commented by stating, “No, it adds an additional exposure to
criticism and backbiting”; another respondent stated, “No, it’s a distraction. Too much info for
too many people”. The remaining 10% of respondents felt that enterprise social could improve
communications, but it doesn’t. One survey respondent stated,
I think if it is work related and can be archived, it improves communication. If it starts
veering off into personal activities, it becomes one more thing to slog through. I like how
we can keep everything in one location, but as new tools come out, we have started
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keeping things in different locations and then everyone gets confused as to which place
they are supposed to look and productivity and communication suffers because we have
to fall back on email.
Another respondent further agreed by stating, “Yes, it lets me know what others are reading,
doing, or thinking to get a better perspective on them as individuals. No, because it does detract
from the deliverables we owe to our company and internal/external customers”. These
viewpoints were reinforced by a common theme found throughout the interview and survey data
collection process. As new communication channels are brought to the organization, employees
are often overwhelmed and complain that there are too many channels to go to in order to find
information (Sinickas). Zonius further supports this opposition as she said
For those organizations that just wake up one day and decide I think tomorrow we will be
social and turn it on without having done all that work, it is likely going to end in tears.
You have to be purposeful and understand how social fits in the organizational strategy.
If you don’t have a clear purpose, how will you be able to explain it to employees so they
know how they should use it.
So while organizations and executives might see benefits of enterprise social such as employee
retention, improved productivity, or improved communication, employees just feel overwhelmed
and confused. This brings to light that organizations are not implementing enterprise social tools
successfully within their organizations. These implications conclude there is a need for a
framework organizations can follow to implement enterprise social tools successfully.
Use cases of enterprise social. While there seems to be a desire from organizations to
implement and use social tools in the workplace, there does not seem to be a cohesive
understanding of what and how organizations should be using social tools. What was evident in
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the research was that activities that took place on social posts fell into two defined categories—
activities directly related to an individual’s work and activities not directly related to work
functions. Work-related categories included individual task updates, location status, meeting
updates, organization updates, problems and resolution, product information, and requests for
information. Nonwork-related categories included entertainment, general greetings, industry
trends, topics of interest or informational posts, reposts from external company social feeds, and
system posts. What ultimately emerged from this research is that although there is no wrong
way to use enterprise social, there are ways that would offer more engagement and interaction
with social tools creating more efficiencies for employees. Moreover with a structured approach
to implementing enterprise social, organizations could actually identify and solve challenges and
problems by using enterprise social—providing substantial value to the company rather than just
lip service of a glorified sales pitch.
The literature review highlighted the importance of using social for teams within
organizations to drive a particular effort, generate ideas, and solve problems related to or
supporting organizational goals and objectives. This can be demonstrated by viewing how
Senility first started using Slack. Slack was not a company-approved software, but the team
needed a solution where they could connect virtually with one another, provide updates on tasks,
and keep other team members informed of the work underway even if those team members were
not directly part of the task.
As a result, collaboration and communication became second nature and an integral part
of the workflow amongst the team rather than an entirely other task. The team was able to focus
their efforts on completing their tasks through the use of enterprise social. Consequently, while
the Senility team appeared to have success in using Slack, because they did not acquire
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organizational approval, other areas of the business will not benefit from this type of tool.
Without formal approval an assumption could be made that the long-term use of the enterprise
social tool at both companies will not be as successful because other areas of the company will
not have access to the tool. And, as shown in the literature review, with so many communication
channels available to employees a lot of time can be spent filtering through those different
channels to find information rather than using that time to complete tasks.
This review is yet another reason why organizations need to be diligent in properly
implementing enterprise social and making sure the use of the tool is clearly defined within the
parameters of other tools.
A framework for successfully implementing enterprise social. There are two ways
organizations can implement enterprise social tools into the workplace. They can implement it
and say to employees ‘good luck it’s just like using Facebook’ or they can implement enterprise
social by following a framework to deliver the desired organizational results. The following
framework was developed by the author of this paper to portray the important and necessary
aspects of implementing enterprise social successfully. The following sections of this paper
provide greater detail for what each section of the framework provides, with the goal of
achieving the benefits of enterprise social, identified on the outer layer circle of the framework
(see Figure 32).
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Figure 32. A framework for successfully implementing enterprise social. The framework
displays the high-level elements that organizations need to address when implementing
enterprise social. The framework was created by the author of this paper, Chelsea R. Dowling,
on August 17, 2017. Framework elements were identified by capturing recurring key themes and
recommendations from the survey study, the professional interviews, and from monitoring two
company social feeds. While the framework was created as a guide for organizations to
successfully implement social, this framework can also address other software implementation
activities, as it helps tie tools to daily work flows of the company and set clear expectations and
guidelines around how those tools should be use.
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Identify policies and processes for enterprise social. One common theme that arose
during the research and interview process was the importance of identifying, developing, and
adapting organizational policies and processes for enterprise social tools. As new tools are
added to an organization’s technology environment, employees begin to feel overwhelmed with
the amount of communication channels they have available to them and are unsure where to go
to get information. By setting policies and evaluating how enterprise social should be used,
organizations help to mitigate those feelings. These policies also help to determine if enterprise
social is the right fit for an organization as well.
Therefore, organizations need to implement internal policies to help employees know
what they should or should not be doing and following specific processes or tasks, ensuring
uniformity and structure. But this theme is not just about employee policies, it is also about
setting guidance for how enterprise social works within the organization. From a user
perspective, Parsons has often questioned what the difference is between different tools he has
come in contact with and, as a user, he consistently questions what was wrong with the way
things were being done. According to Parsons, “the crossover of different platforms dilutes the
use because people question which one do I use and for what purpose. Having so many different
options and then throwing them out to employees – they are naturally going to resist these
options”. Therefore, it is important for organizations to identify and evaluate what each
technology tool is used for in an organization. Even comparing the use of email versus the use
of an enterprise social platform, to Holtz “it’s like comparing Instagram and Facebook – they are
two different tools and are used very differently”.
One nonsocial example of how guidance and policies play a role in technology appeared
at Grazing Co. The two network drives that have been available to employees after 30 years of
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operation have over 6 TB of data and have very little taxonomy, guidelines, or folder structure.
As a result the company spends hundreds of thousands of dollars storing files that may or may
not be of value to the company. Moreover, the ability to use the tool effectively has been
reduced because with no guidance to naming conventions, it becomes even more difficult to find
information or data one might be looking for.
This same experience, where searching becomes difficult and storage costs are impacted,
will replicate with enterprise social tools if guidelines and policies are not clearly articulated
(Sinickas; Zonius). In fact Zonius has found policy development to be one of the most important
elements in implementing enterprise social for one organization she has worked with. As Zonius
stated, “we want[ed] to be recognized as the social bank in the Pacific region so we set about
creating a strategy and putting in place processes and systems to do that”. For Zonius,
implementing enterprise social successfully means you are doing so purposefully by focusing on
internal policies. This assessment emerged in other interviews as well. Forward-thinking
organizations are successfully using enterprise social and have implemented and endorsed a
specific channel for a specific purpose.
The frantic push discussed earlier, notes that many organizations start using social
because it is the newest and greatest thing, but according to Zonius, “it is one thing to be posting
about what you did on the weekend on Facebook and sharing that with your friends – it is a
different way of thinking when you use enterprise social as an employee”. According to both
Zonius and Sinickas organizations should first ask these questions when preparing to implement
enterprise social:
1. What is the organizational strategy?
2. What programs or initiatives is the company doing to support this strategy?
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3. What is the communication strategy needed to support each of these efforts?
4. What are the appropriate tools needed (based on topic and stakeholder)?
Once organizations have addressed these questions and defined the strategies and work
supporting those strategies, they can then address the types of channels needed to achieve that
work, which may (or may not) include enterprise social (Sinickas; Zonius). Sinickas further
states that “it is a lot easier to sell to management if you are showing how these social media are
supporting business objectives”. If organizations decide to just turn social on without having
done the background work, it will either fail or not be as successful or valuable to the
organization (Zonius). Furthermore, without a clear purpose, it will be extremely unclear and
confusing to employees.
It is then important to incorporate the use of enterprise social in an existing policy (or
policies) that the organization already has in place and not create a separate social media policy
(Zonius). One such policy an organization may have in place is an acceptable use policy that
identifies acceptable technology, software, and tools that the organization endorses and how
employees are expected to use those tools. Zonius argues that “when you introduce a lot of
[information], it seems like more work. You want to make enterprise social a part of the natural
way [organizations] do things and it not be an extra burden”. As identified during the research
there are a number of different communication channels organizations use. This result leads to
the same information being posted in each channel, creating confusion for employees because
they were unsure where to go to get information—if they even knew the information was out
there. When implementing an enterprise social solution within an organization, it is extremely
important to identify policies and processes for the use of enterprise social. The policies
developed help employees understand what they should or should not be doing with a specific
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tool and how it fits within their current processes, allowing organizations to address and mitigate
confusion. Without addressing these foundational issues and with each new software and
technology addition, employees will continue to be discouraged with new and evolving software
communication technologies and not use those tools to its full potential.
Legal ramifications of enterprise social is another area of concern noted during the
interviews, and included (but was not limited to) union and employee time as well as potential
global impact and regulations that organizations may need to adhere to. For example, if
employees of an organization are being asked to read information outside of company time,
including breaks at work, and the organization is not compensating them for the time they took
to read that information, those organizations could be liable for breaking union labor laws
(Sinickas). Zonius further expands by stating that we “need to consider global impact and
regulations and any mandatory things we need to abide by, as certain rules cannot be broken.
The minute you ignore some key role, you put your organization at risk”.
This brings to the forefront the need for organizations to have policies and procedures in
place for how employees use social; they also need to be aware of and have policies in place for
legal ramifications that may surface. Different countries have different laws in place impacting
the use of enterprise social tools for organizations. One organization that Parsons worked for
used Slack for a very brief period of time. However, according to Parsons, because Slack did not
consider the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996,
which the company required, the organization ceased the use of that specific enterprise social
tool.
While these professional viewpoints suggest that it is important for organizations to
implement policies on enterprise social and be purposeful on how these tools fit within the
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organization, it is also important that organizations consider any legal impacts of using these
tools and have policies and guidelines in place to address them.
Implement enterprise social to do work. Organizations must begin to recognize how
enterprise social can solve problems and bring value to the business. To do so, individuals
implementing enterprise social must understand the problems that need to be addressed, what
employees and teams are working to achieve, and then how they can help solve those problems
through the use of social channels and incorporate those activities into the employee’s daily work
flow and meet business goals and objectives.
As witnessed in the survey results, while respondents felt that social tools could help to
improve productivity, communication, and employee engagement with one another, they were
less likely or unable to understand how the use of enterprise social tools connected to their daily
work activities or job functions. Some interviewees even shared this perspective. Parsons has
had exposure to a number of software programs where vendors have hyped the social media
plugin that is available with their particular software, which he has still not been able to see the
benefit of other than being a “nice to have” within that software. Parsons further stated that
“vendors sell enterprise social as ‘Facebook for Business’ so users have an expectation that sets a
precedent that this is Facebook internally, which means it is not business oriented”. The
expectation, from Parsons’ viewpoint, is that vacation photos are going to be shared with coworkers, which was further clarified by a survey respondent who felt that while enterprise social
can improve organizational communication, but when it leads to the sharing of personal activities
then it becomes just another tool to skim through. For these respondents, when untethered from
work, enterprise social becomes significantly less valuable and just another media employees
need to look through and wastes time.
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According to Zonius and confirmed by 20% of survey respondents, enterprise social
offers an opportunity for employees to have a virtual area where they can connect, collaborate,
and communicate with one another. But it is vital that enterprise social tools are not viewed as
Facebook at work. Unfortunately, when the term ‘social’ is used within an organization, it is
difficult for employees to see and make the connection that this type of social is for work.
Therefore, while many people may use Facebook at home to communicate with family and
friends—the way people use social outside of work is very different than the way employees
should be using social capabilities at work. This ties back to understanding why an organization
chooses to use social in the first place and linking that reason back to the strategies, goals, and
objectives of the business. When implementing enterprise social, it is then pertinent that the
processes around their work intertwine with the use of the social tool. If the tool becomes just
another thing they have to do, then participation and engagement will cease. The way social
platforms are to be used needs to be ingrained into the work processes to ensure employees know
when and how to most efficiently use that tool at any given time.
As Holtz has found, many leaders find enterprise social to be a “frivolous activity where
cat videos and what I had for lunch” conversations take place. However, according to Holtz, “it
is how we communicate today. Even communicating with silly GIFs and emoji can convey so
much information in a small space where it would take 100 words to write it.”
Zonius further stressed that while relationship building and connection is important, it is
vital that organizations recognize that enterprise social has a number of use cases that can deliver
more business value. To find this business value, two interviewees suggested that organizations
must understand the problems they need to address and the goals that employees and
departments are working to achieve (Holtz; Zonius). By understanding the problem(s) and
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goal(s), organizations are able to evaluate how enterprise social can help aid work and then
incorporate enterprise social into the employees’ daily work flow and meeting the desired
business goals and objectives. Business goals and objectives, while a broad concept, may
include targets such as introducing a new product or product line, achieving cost or revenue
goals, driving employee engagement, or even addressing employee retention (Holtz).
Unfortunately, when the term ‘social’ is used within an organization, it is often difficult for
employees to see and make that connection. However, having successfully implemented a social
tool in her organization, according to Zonius,
The people who are coming in getting the true value are really engaging with deep
purpose to get something of value done. They are not just sharing cat photos and dog
photos – they are doing real work and that is the key difference.
The difference that Zonius referred to can be identified within the Slack data that was captured.
Previously the Slack data demonstrated how Grazing Co. and Senility used Slack within their
two organizations. As the results established, 85% of posts by Senility employees were
attributed to work-related activities whereas only 43% of posts by Grazing Co. employees were
attributed to work-related activities (see Figure 11 and Figure 12). By using social tools to
perform work related tasks, we can surmise that Senility is more successful in using Slack for
work activities—ultimately providing more business value, which, as we defined previously, is
what enterprise social is all about—“a space where… employees get work done to meet the goals
and objectives of the business”.
To use enterprise social platforms for work-related activities, interviewees stated that
social channels should be formed for smaller, targeted teams rather than roll out enterprise social
to everyone at once (Crowley; Zonius). As with Senility, their Slack channel was established for
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a team of 10 to 14 employees who were creating a Web site product for their company. The goal
of their channel was to create an environment where employees could meet to collaborate and
work on their activities. Again, with 85% of posts carrying out work activities, the data derived
suggested that this time spent was more effective in using their communication channel than
Grazing Co. Grazing Co. established their channel, spanning across a number of departments
and executive levels within the organization until it reached over 100 members. The original
goal of the channel was for team-wide communication and announcements, however, what the
data suggested was less than half of the posts seem directly related to work functions, processes,
or business goals and objectives. The data indicated only a 20% post rating and suggests a lack
of posting and commitment by its members.
The results from Senility, on the other hand, highlight how enterprise social, with clear
expectations, can be a very successful collaboration tool for teams to get work done. Another
successful example Zonius encountered was with staff members of a company who directly
served the customers. According to Zonius, employees found the tool to be useful in busy times
because they are able to quickly solve a customer problem by asking their community if anyone
had experienced a similar issue and they were able to receive a prompt reply from a colleague
with a solution. But for Zonius the big difference with this scenario was, “the people mobilized
in that community for that purpose – of engaging with each other to solve problems”. Similarly,
one of the survey respondents experienced this same benefit with their social channel and stated,
We use Slack for our internal team. It is highly effective when it comes to fast messaging
and it is definitely easier than group emails. Although it is important that everyone
accepts the tool before using it fully within a team structure.
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By developing a work-related connection and providing support for employees who use
enterprise social tools in their day-to-day work activities, the data and information collected
suggests that enterprise social platforms will provide successful business results. As the data
suggested with Grazing Co., when enterprise social tools are used sparingly, they will not
generate meaningful and measurable value and success within the organization.
As we found earlier, Senility employees participated and accessed their Slack channel
almost 10 times more often than Grazing Co., given the 727 total posts by Senility compared to
the 75 posts by Grazing Co. in a three-month time frame. This suggests that employee access
and participation certainly plays an important role in the success of enterprise social. In another
example given by Zonius, she shared that over 70% of employees at an organization she worked
with had accessed their enterprise social system at least once in the 12 months the system was
first put in use but only about 7% of the workforce accessed the enterprise social platform on a
daily basis. This example supports the data, as it shows that when smaller percentages of an
organization continually access enterprise social, it suggests they are using it for the specific
purpose of completing work-related activities. If it were meant as a tool that everyone had to use
to communicate with one another (with appropriate training provided), the percent of access
would, in theory, be much greater. Of survey respondents who use enterprise social tools,
respondents were asked how frequently they access their social network and, for those using
social, 61% of respondents access their enterprise social platform at least once per day. The data
supports the notion that not all employees are accessing enterprise social platforms on a daily
basis.
While most of the recommendations from interviewees were to link enterprise social to
work activities, a number of survey respondents indicated that success also requires that social
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environments recognize employees and make them feel valued within the organization, which
further aligns to the literature review on the creation of emotional connections. One such
example Holtz came across in his work was an organization that developed a group for bikers –
employees who ride bikes on the weekend. Sinickas also found a similar scenario, where one
organization’s Health and Wellness team set up a forum for employees who wanted to lose
weight or stop smoking. Through the forum they were able to find coaches, partners, and other
like-minded employees that they could relate to. According to Sinickas, “while it is not a direct
business topic, it’s about community.” And while these channels may not directly link back to
an employee’s specific work function or activity, it may link back to an organization’s strategic
plan and a desire to increase employee engagement. This response suggests that with a clear
purpose organizations can also use enterprise social tools from a social perspective to help create
an engaging place for employees. While it might not seem like these types of channels are workrelated, this type of channel may lead back to larger organizational goals and objectives and
companies need to be prepared to demonstrate how a social channel is different from a working
team channel, but still helps deliver results to the business.
Develop social channels for specific tasks, teams, or projects. Prior to the advent of
enterprise social if an employee did not know how to accomplish a task or where to find
information, the employee would pick up the phone, call a fellow employee and ask them. If that
employee did not know, they would then give the requestor a list of other staff members to call,
which ultimately turned into a game of phone tag. What would once take days to get an answer
to, on enterprise social networks employees can get an answer and it can now happen in minutes
(Holtz). However, when forming enterprise social networks Crowley stresses it is much easier to
start with smaller, targeted teams rather than roll out enterprise social to everyone at once.
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According to Crowley it is best to “start small, get people on board, then build it out from there;
if rolled out to everyone at once, it’s a fool’s errand and it will fail.”
Another area that can also impact the effectiveness of enterprise social is internal spam.
Often times certain departments want to put the same message out in every community (Zonius).
This sentiment was further shared by one of the survey respondents who stated that one of the
things they liked least about their internal social tool was “the useless junk that too many people
spam out to the network without really thinking about whether this is good for the audience or
only attempts to validate the sender.” Zonius has also experienced areas of an organization that
have struggled in using their social tool. One department, in particular felt that because the
organization owned the tool, they better use it. However, with no clear purpose on what the
channel was to be used for or why the community was being developed in the first place, the
channel was implemented and only half of the employees used the channel to ask questions or
raise issues with processes or products. According to Zonius, it was a perfect opportunity for
subject matter experts to take the questions, issues, and knowledge raised and make changes to
improve the products. But in fact, those experts did not recognize the value in the community
and the issues and problems remained unaddressed – at least through that social channel.
Identify enterprise social champions. Social champions are an integral part of
successful implementation of an enterprise social. Once an organization has established policies
and processes for enterprise social capabilities in their organization, it is important that the
company then recognize enterprise social champions who mentor other employees who need
help, provide support, and show teams and departments how social capabilities help their teams
save time and improve work efficiencies (Crowley; Zonius).
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Top organizational executives can also be very powerful and engaging champions for
enterprise social. For example, when the CEO of a company is posting and responding to
employees on the enterprise social platform, it proves to employees that leadership is engaged
with its employees and they take interaction with employees seriously (Holtz). To reinforce this
point Zonius emphasizes that “the fish rots from the head”, indicating that if executive leaders do
not believe in the enterprise social platform and are not willing to engage with employees on that
channel, then employees will recognize the discrepancy between the one-way message the
executive wants delivered versus the two-way genuine dialogue they would prefer. Therefore,
when implementing enterprise social, finding and onboarding social champions who not only
mentor but identify and solve problems is required in order to make enterprise social successful
throughout an organization.
Zonius refers to these mentors also as “social insiders”. In Zonius’ experience, these
designated employees have been instrumental in establishing enterprise social. This is important
because often times championing these efforts falls to communication teams, which are often
small and do not have the resources to provide one-on-one training for every employee. Not
only are these social insiders able to take advantage of continuing education, but they also get
access to sneak previews of new and exciting work happening on their social platforms.
Moreover, these employees are a mechanism to report back to executives and communications
teams and let them know what is and what is not working from the employee perspective. This
feedback is extremely important during the monitoring and evaluation of phases and helps
identify areas for future improvement. Another example of champion support was provided by
Zonius, who said her team tested the organization’s social platform for six months and the tool,
at the time of our interview, had been live for over 18 months. Over this time, Zonius’ team
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continued to offer a webinar every other month and quick reference guides in small chunks of
information for employees. Zonius concluded that social champions or leaders should start with
the basics and avoid giving employees a social media handbook that is ten to a hundred pages
long or they will become overwhelmed. Subsequently, “when everyone has equal access,”
according to Zonius, “they can make greater contributions to the strategy and the purpose of the
organization”. As a result, the information obtained suggests that if you want employee
participation within the social tool, organizations must provide formal training and ensure
executive level support and ensure enterprise social champions are in place to help guide
employees and encourage positive and successful use of enterprise social.
Coordinate enterprise social onboarding. While the use of social media capabilities
might seem like common sense for many, how enterprise social is used effectively within an
organization may be difficult for stakeholders to understand. Therefore, communication
professionals need to help employees and executives understand how enterprise social
capabilities helps to solve work problems (Zonius). But getting employees to become familiar
with enterprise social platforms and even remembering that the platform is there is often one of
the most difficult aspects of implementing these capabilities for business use (Crowley).
Moreover, training can be a tedious endeavor as employees often have varying degrees of
comfort when adapting new tools and according to Crowley, “people tend to be comfortable with
what they know and this is something new.” Alternatively Crowley also stated that organizations
“cannot sign people up and tell people it is there and we’ll see if it works for us – you cannot just
throw something out there.” Unfortunately this is an experience that happens all too often when
organizations implement enterprise social with little to no guidance. One survey respondent’s
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experience was that the company sent out an email letting them know the company was using a
tool, provided a link to the platform, and put the training on the user.
n/a
12%

Trained
10%

Not Trained
78%

Figure 33. Survey study results on enterprise social training. Survey participants were asked if
they were trained on their social tool in order to identify current level of training employees
receive.
As reported by the survey participants, more than 75% of respondents whose
organizations implemented social capability within the company said they had little to no
training and had to learn the new system on their own (see Figure 33). “That is the problem,”
one respondent said. “Employees are not trained. There is the assumption that we use it
frequently in our personal lives.” Understanding if employees use various social tools in their
personal day-to-day life can help organizations better understand how much training is needed
and may also help to find the most appropriate tool to introduce (Sinickas). But while having
this understanding of personal use of social tools can be beneficial to guide the training and
onboarding discussion, Zonius concludes that “[enterprise social] should not be something else
[employees] need to tend to. If you position it as just another thing to try, [enterprise social]
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becomes very difficult for [employees].” Subsequently organizations need to understand that
there is a range of social capabilities amongst its employee base. There are employees who
rarely use or know how to use social media tools and then there are employees who have
personal social accounts on every personal social platform available (Zonius).
Another aspect of coordinating onboarding efforts is to ensure that all employees have
access to the social platforms identified by the organization (Crowley; Zonius). According to
Crowley, if employees do not have equal access to the enterprise social tool, it will fail or at the
very least will not address the problems that were identified. In one of her previous roles,
Crowley found Slack in the broader department was not as effective because not everyone was
using the tool, which resulted in duplicative work between Slack and email. Crowley’s personal
experience also correlates with Parsons’ user experience where he has seen a fragmented
approach to enterprise social adoption where not all employees have access to the enterprise
social platform or not everyone buys into it. This suggests that employees have different levels
of experience with social tools and capabilities and will require different levels of training.
Part of the onboarding process is to ensure that employees know and understand how and
when to use the tool in comparison to other tools and how it impacts the work flow processes.
As a result, this data suggests that while employees want and need formal training, that training
is not taking place even though it is needed to help ensure the long-term success of enterprise
social tools.
Measuring and monitoring enterprise social activities. Measuring and monitoring
enterprise social tools will not only engage leadership, but it will show other areas of the
organization how social tools help with their similar needs. Interviewees universally stressed the
importance of evaluating enterprise social tools to ensure that the tools are effective and spotlight
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the positive examples that have taken place on specific company enterprise social channels
(Crowley; Sinickas; Zonius). According to Sinickas, “you need to connect back to what the
employee feedback was on the specific channel.” In order to connect back to the specific
channel, when identifying the problem that is being solved and the work that will be conducted,
it is important to identify the success criteria you want to achieve and then measure and monitor
those success criteria over time.
Zonius had an example where an executive she was working with, who was a nonbeliever of the social media capabilities, wanted to write an article in regards to the auto-suggest
feature when using search engines. He wanted to know if employees found this disturbing or if
they actually found it helpful. He posted an open-ended question on the enterprise social
network and it resulted in a massive input of engaging and stimulating conversations about the
pros and cons of this topic. The executive had gathered enough information to generate an
article based on what employees had voiced. Zonius later followed up with the executive who
said that if he had not originally posted the open-ended question to employees, he never would
have ended up writing the article. Without enterprise social, he would have spent months going
across the organization with a PowerPoint and gathering information. However, in less than 48
hours he was able to capture the same, if not more, information he would have acquired in the
months it would have otherwise taken him. Now that executive has become a success story
Zonius uses to promote enterprise social and the value it can provide. This executive has done
an about-turn from a non-believer to a believer and is now a proponent of enterprise social.
This was also the case for Crowley who had at one time worked on a small product
development team. Initially the team was using a project management tool to connect with each
other. Not only did the team spend a great deal of time in meetings, there were a number of
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employees who worked remotely and this resulted in increased miscommunications amongst
team members. The team identified these issues and one of the employees proposed the use of
Slack for the team, with the goal of integrating the project management tool they had in place
along with other systems, reducing the miscommunication issues and creating a place for
everyone to connect, whether they worked remotely or not. Employees were able to individually
@mention other employees while maintaining visibility of the information to other members of
the team.
While the onboarding process and champions were still needed, the team had clearly
defined a work-related need, reduced the duplicated efforts that were taking place, reduced email
by over 70%, and generated a process and place for problem and resolution messages. Crowley
and her team were able to show how this small team used Slack successfully and eventually the
organization used the tool across the company for similar needs. According to Crowley, “once
people see that it makes their life easier, then they get excited and then they start to use it.”
These examples illustrate the importance of organizations acknowledging how enterprise social
tools are used. If they do not measure and monitor social activities, organizations could
experience adverse outcomes down the road. A major consequence is employees will continue
to be confused on what enterprise social is. When companies do not embrace enterprise social,
do not establish an employee and work connection to enterprise social and show how social
brings value to the organization, employees will fill in what they think enterprise social is and
how it is best used. This creates the same level of discontent in the organization that has been
repeatedly illustrated in these results. In addition other areas of the organization are missing the
benefits and are not engaging with employees through the use of enterprise social tools. While it
may seem through adoption rates that social tools are being used and appear to be successful, if
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there is no common understanding or guidance, the data collected suggests there is far less
participation than one would realize with further training and support. When employees use
enterprise social inconsistently and haphazardly, it only generates more confusion within the
organization.
Often organizations look at the success of their enterprise social tools through adoption
rates, likes, comments, and hits (Holtz; Zonius). Zonius states that organizations “will never get
100% [adoption]. It’s a fantasy that you think you will get all of your staff to go. A portion will
just never go and that is okay.” I asked survey participants how often they access their enterprise
social platform and found that over half of my respondents actually do access their enterprise
social platform on a daily basis. However, Zonius refutes that,
People are obsessed with adoption numbers, but they are missing the bigger point. It’s
not just about having people be there, it is about what they do when they get there, adding
value, and then how are you going to measure that value.
Holtz further concludes that just adding likes and comments to communication mechanisms does
not mean your company is embracing enterprise social. According to Holtz, “While adding
liking, commenting and sharing is easy, it doesn’t meet employee needs, it doesn’t drive
communication, and it doesn’t drive engagement, but in fact, [enterprise social] needs to be
woven into the processes and work of the organization.” In one of Holtz’s encounters
performing an internal communications audit for a company, he found that the CEO was
concerned because the company had added commenting to articles on the intranet about the
company goals and strategy. The CEO felt no employee cared about the strategy of the
organization because they did not comment on the articles that were published. What Holtz
found during focus groups with employees was that while they did feel the strategies were
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important, they did not pertain to their day-to-day work and so they were not sure what they
would say in a comment other than, ‘Wow… that is interesting’.
Sinickas also worked with an organization that frequently used enterprise social within
different areas of the organization. The Human Resources (HR) department monitored how
frequently employees used their channels. If they found a drop in the use of a specific social
channel after a new manager was put in place, it was a sign that something might be wrong with
the new management style causing employees to become disengaged from their work. The HR
department was able to identify an issue early on, reach out to the manager and provide
mentoring tools to help address any issues. For their purpose, the HR department monitored the
enterprise social tools from a retention perspective, preventing turnover and addressing
management issues as they arose.
The professional interview viewpoints reinforce the need for organizations to have plans
in place to measure and monitor their enterprise social channels. These results and examples
also demonstrate that success is not just an adoption number or the total number of employees
that are connected to a channel, but when implemented properly, provides advantages to the
employee and the company. In comparing Grazing Co. and Senility, Grazing Co. had over 100
employees added to their Slack channel, but what the data ultimately revealed was that they were
less successful in using their social channel to generate work value in comparison to Senility,
who had a tenth of the number of members on their Slack channel.
With enterprise social tools you get a small toolset that provides basic metrics but
organizations need to take action and monitor on what is said through enterprise social channels,
identify the impact of the activity that is occurring on enterprise social, and work to measure the
physical business value and work that is being accomplished through their enterprise social
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mechanism (Zonius). One such example Zonius shared was with a company’s Human Resources
helpline where employees could ask questions related to benefits and other non-confidential HRrelated topics. By using an enterprise social platform, the HR helpline was able to reduce the
call volume received and then able to reduce the number of people in the call center. The team
also reduced the response time of questions from two or more days down to a response time of
three to five hours. In another example through her company, in just the first 12 months through
question and answer activity alone, over 1,200 questions were asked and answered on their
enterprise social platform. By having those questions asked and answered, time was saved
because they no longer had to spend time researching a topic because it was already done.
Zonius further emphasizes that “when you start to get the snowball effect that is when the
organization starts to understand and see that we are getting true business value out of it and
moving the business forward.” One challenge that will arise, however, is working to ascertain
the measurements that lead to added value.
Monitoring and measuring activities to determine the return and value may seem like a
frivolous activity or seem to be too formal to conduct. Although social capabilities are viewed as
less formal communication channels, treating them as such will minimize the true value those
types of tools provide.
Show enterprise social success to the organization. Now has come the time when an
organization has positive examples of how successful enterprise social is within the company.
While it does seem extremely formal and intense to monitor and track results, once organizations
have these examples, it is important that these stories are shared across the organization.
(Crowley; Sinickas; Zonius). Now what if you are just starting and you do not have ways to yet
show how enterprise social can be successful in the organization? Zonius shared that “leaders
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feel comfortable with success stories of other companies who feel and look like them.”
Communication professionals who want to be social and get their organizations onboard should
also reach out to other companies who are of similar type and size and learn from them to see
what barriers they experienced, what should be avoided, and what works well. Sharing these
stories and identifying the success and value of enterprise social tools will create ripple effects
throughout the business, encouraging other areas to inquire and be a part of that success.
Furthermore, these results also support the argument that there needs to be clear
expectations on the use of enterprise social and the platform needs to be properly managed
through end-user training and support. Without the proper management of these tools and
unclear expectations for employees, enterprise social tools will be ineffective and access and
interaction by employees will diminish.
The results from Grazing Co. highlight how the use of an enterprise social tool can be
poorly managed and not have clear expectations for proper use. As an avid enterprise social user
across varying organizations, Parsons has had similar experiences. At one company Parsons
worked for, he stated that the enterprise social tool “was set up a little free for all – let’s just start
using it and see how it evolves”. Similarly he saw in another organization the IT director set up
two channels on their social tool. One was used for what Parsons identified as “water cooler
casual conversation” and the other channel was for work-related conversations. But according to
Parsons, employees had a difficult time understanding the difference between the two and
eventually they began to merge together. Zonius has also experienced areas of the organization
that have struggled in using the social tool. One department felt that because the organization
owned the tool they must use it. However, with no clear purpose on what the channel was to be
used for, or why the channel was developed in the first place, the channel was implemented and
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only half of the employees used the channel to ask questions or raise issues with processes or
products. According to Zonius, it was a perfect opportunity for subject matter experts to take the
questions, issues, and knowledge raised and make changes to improve the products. But those
experts did not recognize the value of enterprise social in the community and the issues and
problems remained unaddressed – at least through the social channel. These examples further
reinforce the need for organizations to have policies and guidance in place for proper use of
social tools and to also have champions and support in place to facilitate the effective use of
enterprise social tools in the workplace.
Limitations
One limitation I perceived during this research was monitoring only the social channel of
two different companies. While this provided two different ways of using social for work, a
third social channel would help to identify any additional variances with the use of enterprise
social tools.
Another potential limitation that may impact the data and results is the specific tools in
question. As our research found, there are more than 25 different internal social platforms
reported by Rachel Miller. In this research, we focused on one specific enterprise social tool,
Slack, to monitor. Based on the features of other tools, the needs of the organizational teams,
and the system requirements of the companies, the results may vary.
Additionally, while I was able to monitor activity within the Slack channel to better
understand the use, it was more difficult to attain firsthand knowledge of how and when the
social feed was implemented within the organization and how successful enterprise social was
for other areas of the organization, if it were at all. As an independent researcher it was difficult
to gain internal access to feeds because of confidential and proprietary information. However,
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by showing how the data was collected, professional communicators can replicate this study.
After completing my research, however, I did find that both companies began using the social
tool without any formal approval from their organization.
Another limitation was the sample size of survey respondents. The survey was sent to
290 individuals with a 17% response rate. The sample surveyed were individuals who chose to
take the survey themselves. There was also no control over the knowledge or expertise of the
respondents or to what extent the companies they worked for used social.
Implications for Future Research
During the introduction, I referenced a survey conducted in 1950 by Goldhaber (1990)
who found employees commonly report that information does not flow from upper management
down in a timely basis; there are important items that are not communicated at all; employees are
often left out of a lot of meetings and changes that come out of those meetings; and there are a
lot of silos between departments. These issues reported in the 1950s are some of the same issues
that are being reported by employees during employee surveys more than 70 years later. What
this tells us is that organizational communication is a continual challenge for employees and
organizations—challenges are still happening and are not being fully addressed. One area of
research that this brings to light is the need for organizations to implement a communication
strategy and framework that reviews all forms of communication channels identified during this
literature review and how those channels impact one another. While the Framework for
Successfully Implementing Enterprise Social was designed to help address the implementation of
enterprise social tools in the workplace, I believe this same type of approach would help to
address all forms of communication channels and activities—helping employees understand how
and when they use different communication tools to effectively communicate the right message
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to the right people. As more technology tools enter the workplace, organizations will continue to
encounter communication challenges if they do not evaluate how the tool fits within the daily
work flow of the employee and have clear expectations and guidelines in place for how
employees should use those tools.
Throughout this paper, there were also a number of different areas identified where
further research is needed to help fill gaps in current research, which are as follows:
•

Evaluate if the use of enterprise social tools eliminates redundant work tasks and
activities.

•

Understanding and analyzing how employees use enterprise social platforms on
mobile devices.

•

Identifying if there is more, less, or indifferent levels of interaction and engagement
with posts that use the @mention functionality compared to posts that do not use the
@mention functionality.

•

Record and compare the use of emoji on personal social platforms compared to
enterprise social platforms to identify trends.

•

Examine the appropriate character length for posts on enterprise social channels and
identify if more interaction and engagement occurs with the use of fewer characters.

•

Discover how documents are stored within enterprise social platforms and evaluate
the costs associated with the storage of those documents.

•

Assess the level of informality of enterprise social tools in comparison with other
communication channels and identify if informality impacts the benefit of the tool.
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What I Learned from this Experience
During the course of writing my research findings, I had the opportunity to witness the
implementation of an enterprise social tool within an organization I was affiliated with.
Following is a summary of how the implementation began. Employees from one department
started using a social tool that was not vetted and approved by the information technology (IT)
department. Once the IT department recognized the business need for a new collaboration tool,
they selected a different social tool to implement within the organization. However, the IT
department primarily focused on getting the other department to stop using the unsanctioned
tool, rather than focusing on the implementation of an approved social channel and how
enterprise social can support the business goals and objectives of the organization. The
implementation plan consisted of completing a pilot program of the new, approved tool by
deploying it to over 200 employees. Employees received access to the enterprise social tool with
no training to see how they were able to “adopt” the new tool. They were asked to try it and then
provide feedback. In speaking with some of the employees, I sensed that they were not quite
sure what to do. Employees were being asked to weave it into their daily work and figure out
how they could use it with little guidance on what it should be used for and no training. Many
teams used it for about two weeks but then stopped using it because it turned out to be “another
thing to check”. Moreover, employees were having to duplicate information across different
channels because not all team members were using the new social tool. However, the teams that
were successful in using the enterprise social tool were able to make it part of their daily
workflow. In their case, the use of the tool was well-defined and the entire team was on board.
Unfortunately, there was no evaluation process in place to understand and measure this success
story, or other potential success stories. In this scenario, technologists were responsible for
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implementing the social tool within the workplace. From my own observation there was less
focus on measuring the value the tool was able to provide, and more focus on just offering a new
communication mechanism for employees so they could “be more productive”. In comparison,
Zonius had experience with a communication team that was responsible for identifying the
organizational use of a tool and the focus was on delivering results and value to the
organization—where they could then clearly define those results.
Of note, the framework developed for this paper did not focus on a specific tool. The
reason is that organizations or technology departments, as in this case, may dictate the tool to be
used. The process of how and why to use the tool then becomes most important. I share this
story to help showcase that even with a framework in place there are additional challenges
organizations will face. Communication professionals will continue to encounter resistance from
executives and other business units. Therefore, perseverance and documentation will be key for
communication professionals who are involved in enterprise social implementation efforts, on
ongoing monitoring, and success.
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Appendix A: Social Media Timeline
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Social media timeline that highlights the evolution of social tools implemented to show the rapid
technological growth of social tools in society that occurred in just over 10 years. Reprinted [or
adapted] from “How the Latest Unicorn Is Changing the Social Landscape” by C. Lai, Retrieved
from: https://www.slideshare.net/CareyLai/how-the-latest-unicorn-is-changing-the-sociallandscape. Copyright [2012] by Merchant Marketing Group.
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Appendix B: Survey Study Questionnaire
1.

What is your age:
☐ 18-25
☐ 26-35
☐ 36-45
☐ 46-55
☐ 56-66
☐ Older than 66

2. What best describes the size of the organization you work for?
☐ 1-99 employees
☐ 100-999 employees
☐ 1,000-5,000 employees
☐ More than 5,000 employees
3. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
☐ High school Diploma or equivalent
☐ Some college credit, no degree
☐ Associates Degree
☐ Bachelor’s Degree
☐ Master’s Degree
☐ Doctorate Degree
4. What is your employment status at your current organization?
☐ Part-time Employee
☐ Full-time Employee
☐ Contract Employee
☐ Temp Employee
☐ Other
5. What does the term social mean to you – from an internal organizational communication
perspective?
6. On a scale of 1-5, do you feel the use of internal social or collaboration tools for work-related
activities has a positive, high impact on employee productivity at your company?
7. In what ways does your organization communicate to its employees? (e.g. email, intranet,
flyers, internal news publications, social / collaboration tools) Please explain in detail:
8. What specific internal social tool(s) does your company use to communicate to its
employees, if any (this could include tools like Slack, Yammer, SharePoint, Workplace, etc.).
Please explain in detail:
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9. Do you feel the use of social media capabilities improves communications within your
organization? Please explain?
10. How frequently do you access your social tool and what draws you to visit that tool?
☐ Daily (once or more)
☐ Weekly (once or more)
☐ Monthly (once or more)
☐ Rarely / Never
11. What draws you to visit your company social tools (if applicable)?
12. What do you like most about the social tool(s) your company has in place (if applicable)?
13. What do you like least about the social tool(s) your company has in place (if applicable)?
14. How do you currently use the social tools your company has in place?
15. What type of device do you access your organizations communication tools on?
☐ Phone
☐ Tablet
☐ Laptop
☐ Other (please specify)
16. Were you trained on the social tool(s) when they were implemented or when you first began
at the organization or did you learn it on your own? Please explain:
17. What types of information or content is communicated with the social tool at your company?
☐ Providing information about organizational objectives and other performance metrics
☐ Providing information about organizational culture, values, and other business drivers
☐ New employee orientation
☐ HR information / benefits
☐ Sharing documents
☐ News (including announcements)
☐ Market/industry information (external to your company)
☐ Finding or contacting people
☐ Events
☐ Meetings
☐ Task Updates
☐ Entertainment (nonwork-related)
☐ Other (please explain)
18. In general, what do you feel is missing most from internal communication at your
organization (tools or otherwise)?
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Appendix C: Interview Questionnaire
1. What best describes your age group:
☐ 18-25
☐ 26-35
☐ 36-45
☐ 46-55
☐ 56-66
☐ Older than 66
2. What best describes the size of the organization you work for?
☐ 1-99 employees
☐ 100-999 employees
☐ 1,000-5,000 employees
☐ More than 5,000 employees
3. What is your role in the organization?
4. What does the term social mean to you – from an internal organizational communication
perspective?
5. On a scale of 1-5, do you feel the use of internal social or collaboration tools for work-related
activities has a positive, high impact on employee productivity at your company? (1 being
no impact, 5 being high impact)
6. In what ways does your organization communicate to its employees? (e.g. email, intranet,
flyers, internal news publications, social / collaboration tools) Please explain in detail:
7. What specific social tool(s) does your company use to communicate to its employees, if any
(this could include tools like Slack, Yammer, SharePoint, Workplace, etc.)
8. Do you feel the use of social media capabilities improves communications within your
organization? Please explain?
9. How frequently do you access your social tool and what draws you to visit that tool?
10. What do you like most about the social tool(s) your company has in place?
11. What do you like least about the social tool(s) your company has in place?
12. How do you currently use the social tools your company has in place?
13. What type of device do you access your organizations communication tools on?
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14. Were you trained on the social tool(s) when they were implemented or when you first began
at the organization or did you learn it on your own?
15. What types of information or content is communicated with the social tool at your company?
☐ Providing information about organizational objectives and other performance metrics
☐ Providing information about organizational culture, values, and other business drivers
☐ New employee orientation
☐ HR information / benefits
☐ Feedback /Survey metrics
☐ Documents for reference
☐ Sharing documents
☐ News (including announcements)
☐ Market/industry information (external to your company)
☐ Finding or contacting people
☐ Events
☐ Other (please explain)
16. In general, what do you feel is missing most from internal communication at your
organization (tools or otherwise)?
17. How do you (or your company) measure the effectiveness of the capabilities you put in
place?
18. How does your internal communication strategy address the use of internal social tools?
19. Would you be willing or able to share my survey with members of your organization? I can
provide you with the appropriate information to forward on.
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Appendix D: Five Interviewees with Short Biography

Angela Sinickas

CEO Sinickas Communications, Inc. – Laguna Woods, CA
Angela Sinickas is a consultant who helps organizations measure
the effectiveness of communication and the impacts on
organizational results. With more than 30 years of experience in
organizational communication, Sinickas’ work has been
recognized by the International Association for Business
Communicators (IABC) with over 20 Gold Quill Awards.

Brian Parsons

Business Analyst – Cashton, WI
Brian Parsons is a career business analyst who identifies and
analyzes business processes and incorporates software to
improve those processes. Throughout his career, and often when
working with technology departments, Parsons has had the
opportunity to come in contact with a number of enterprise
social tools. In his time, Parsons has been able to observe as a
user what has worked from his perspective and the challenges
that companies and organizations often face when implementing
enterprise social tools.

Jennifer Crowley

Associate Brand Manager – Chicago, IL
Jennifer Crowley has had nearly ten years of experience
supporting marketing and brand initiatives for a number of
different organizations. As a part of her role, Crowley has not
only supported marketing departments and organizations
through project management, brand strategy, identifying
consumer insights, and campaign management, but she has also
been a champion in many of the organizations she has worked
for by incorporating social tools allowing teams to more
effectively and efficiently complete their work.
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Rita Zonius

Communication and Enterprise Social Director for The
Enterprise Social Engineer – Melbourne, Australia.
Rita Zonius has more than 20 years of experience in corporate
communications with an emphasis on enterprise social. Zonius
has led organizational communication teams in reaching
business goals and attaining benefits that support a company’s
strategy and business outcomes. Most recently Zonius is leading
a communications and enterprise social consulting firm that is
geared to helping companies and its employees use external and
enterprise social tools to achieve positive business results.

Shel Holtz

Communications Consultant for Holtz Communication +
Technology – San Francisco Bay Area
Shel Holtz has nearly 25 years of experience in internal
employee communications. Throughout his career, Holtz has
led (and continues to lead) organizations in their drive to
develop internal communication by continually embracing new
technologies and helping organizations implement and
effectively use those technologies for internal organizational
communication. Holtz has written six books and publicly speaks
on topics related to communication, social media, internal
communications and more.
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Appendix E: Types of Information Tracked and Purpose for Tracking
Type of information tracked per post

Purpose for tracking information

Employee name / employee code

Understand the level of participation by user in a
select group—the name of each user was then
replaced by a code only known by the researcher

Date of post

Track how many average posts per day in the three
month time frame (may highlight the organization
that is more established versus the one that is not)

Time and day of post

Identify times and themes when posting is more
common

Exchange code

Each post was given an exchange code to correlate
each individual post to a conversation, which
indicated themes on number of posts related to
separate conversations

Content coding

Categorizing posts highlighted what types of
information was posted and if it was related to work
activity or nonwork-related activity

Number or characters

Tracking the length of posts allowed me to identify
themes in content

@mention to individuals or groups

Tracking @mentions themes and how an
organization uses this feature

Images, attachments, or links

How often are attachments or images used in posts to
help provide additional context

File type

Looking for themes in document sharing and type of
documents shared—such as GIFs, jpg, docx, pptx,
link, etc.

File size

Understanding the potential impact that the size of
files has on storage

Number of replies or comments

Evaluating if employees respond in a thread or
creating a separate post when replying to a post

Abbreviations or jargon

Themes for how often abbreviations or jargon is used
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Type of information tracked per post

Purpose for tracking information

Grammar

Identify themes for posts that are grammatically
correct versus those that are not grammatically
correct

Use of emoji

Themes for how often employees use emoji within
their posts and reactions

Swearing

Identify if swearing is used because social feeds are
considered an informal channel

Reactions to posts

Capture themes on how often employees react to a
post and understand how this capability differs from
a response

If post was edited or reposted

Capture if employees edit posts that were incorrect
versus if they repost the message with potential
changes
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Appendix F: Coding for Individual Posts and What the Code Means
Coding For
Individual Posts
Individual Task
Update

What this code means
An employee updated the group on an update for a task they were assigned
'2:'l PM

Just working on things on the signup flow. Anything else needed before launch?
Wh en is your suit demo// How did it go?

Request for
Information

Employees needed information to complete a task or were prompting a
question
says you might be at work on the email. ls there a more recent version I can help with or should I run with the one from last week?

System Post
(Slackbot /
Invitation)

Slackbot or other type of automated system updated the group

Of Interest / FYI

Informational content that an employee thought the rest of the group would
find interesting, but did not directly relate to any specific work-related
effort or task

3:59 PM
i

joined #hey-everybody.

8:50AM

I've heard a few loca l schools are applying for th is grant, which has

w ritten all over it:

http://www.americasfarmers.com/ community-outreach/ grow-rural-education/
americasfa rmers.com

Americas Farmers
Why are we helping to tell t he farmer's story 7 Because we have a responsibility to do
so. America's fa rmers grow America . And they have a great story to tell.

Meeting Update

Used as a way to update employees on set meetings
()uA

Can we move the standup' I keep getting meetings schedu led over it

Location Status

Used to share with the group where individuals were located at a given
time or where they planned to be during a given time
2:50PM

Are you 1n the office or at home?
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Coding For
Individual Posts

What this code means

Entertainment not related to work

A humorous post not related to any work-related effort or task

Industry Trend

A post or highlight related to each organization’s industry, but not directly
related to a work-related task or effort
20AM

https://www.bloomberg.com/ news/articles/2017-03-31 / danone-to-sell-stonyfield-brand-to-win-u-s-ok-for-whitewave

B

Bloomberg.com

Danone to Sell Stonyfield Brand to Win U.S. OK for WhiteWave
Danone agreed to sell the Stonyfield organic yogurt brand to win approval
from U.S. antitrust authorities for its $10 billion acquisition of soy-milk
maker WhiteWave Foods Co.

Problem /
Resolution

Highlighting a problem that occurred with a work-related effort or task, the
conversation around that problem, and the resolution of that problem.
"7:28 P

looks like we have our icon problem in prod now:

Organization
Update

A way to let employees know when there is an update or activity taking
place related to the organization.
56PM

Mor

GI!

the news: http://www.rodalesorganiclife.com/ food
Rodale's Organic Life

Why Grass-Fed Dairy Is Better For You-And How To Avoid The Fake Stuff
Here's how to know if your milk and yogurt are legit-and why it matters.
Feb 15th at 11:50 AM
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Coding For
Individual Posts

What this code means

Product Reference

A reference to a company product.

Repost from
company social
feed

Employees reposted information that was showcased on their company
social feed.
• Matt Becker @. 11 lhc-wtbcck, :r
The best part about MPR member drives is that the fridge is fuUv stocked with
half and half. https:#pbs.twimg.c.om/media
W Twitttr Ftb24th~IS:10PM (l65kB) •

